




Memorandum of Understanding

This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is entered into between Providence Women's

College, Calicut, and VentureVillage Learning Solutions India Pvt. Ltd. on 03/09/2021.

1. Mission

VentureVillage is an organisation committed to equipping all students with the skills

required to become entrepreneurial leaders, healthy citizens and environmental

champions. This is done by promoting educational best practices from Finland in India.

Providence Women's College is an institution which is committed to producing lifelong

learners who are competent adults living in harmony with their fellow beings and their

environment. Providence Women's College aims to provide an environment in which all

students discover and realize their full potential.

Together, VentureVillage and Providence Women's College enter into this Memorandum

of Understanding to mutually support each other in their efforts to help students become

well rounded citizens who are knowledgeable about menstruation and the environmental

impact of menstrual waste. Accordingly, VentureVillage and Providence Women's College,

operating under this MOU, agree as follows:

11. RESPONSIBILITIES

The organizations agree to the following tasks for this MOU:

VentureVillage will:

Provide access to My Period, My Pride course for students from Providence

Women's College

Coordinate with Providence Women's College to finalise the starting date for My

Period, My Pride course for students from Providence Women's College

Coordinate with a sponsor to receive payment for the course access provided by

VentureVillage at a rate not exceeding Rs. 150 per student.

Maintain the highest possible standards of data privacy to ensure that student

names or email id's will not be shared with anyone or used for any promotional

activities

Providence Women's College will:

• Select the students who are going take part in the My Period, My Pride course

• Assign 1 staff member for coordinating between the students and VentureVillage

• Provide First Name, Last Name and Email ID for all students who are interested in

taking part in the My Period, My Pride course

• Work with VentureVillage to ensure that the selected students are able to access

the My Period, My Pride course



111. TERMS OF UNDERSTANDING

The term of this MOU is till 31/05/2022, effective from the date of signing, and may be
extended upon written mutual agreement. It shall be reviewed annually to ensure that it
is fulfilling its purpose and to make any necessary revisions.

Either organization may terminate this MOU upon thirty (30) days written notice without
penalties or liabilities.

Authorization

The signing of this MOU is not a formal undertaking. It implies that the signatories will
strive to reach, to the best of their ability, the objectives stated in the MOU.

On behalf of the organization I represent, I wish to sign this MOU and contribute to its
further development.

Name: Jacob Roshan Name:
N'NIKALA K

Title: Head of Operations Title:
Providence rollegeOrganisation: VentureVillage Learning Solutions Organisation: calicut - 009

India Private Limited
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PREMIUM MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT 

Information and Communication Technology Academy of Kerala (hereinafter referred to as 

ICTAK), situated at Module No. L9, -1(Lower-Level Floor), Thejaswini Building, Technopark 

Campus, Karyavattom, Trivandrum-695581, registered under Section 25 of the Companies Act 

1956 to enhance the quality of graduates and to increase the employability of the students.  

WHEREAS ICTAK has launched a “Premium Membership” model to the eligible institutions 

which satisfy the evaluation standards (listed below) and the relationship with ICTAK in the 

past. 

WHEREAS, the College has submitted the application in the prescribed format for ICTAK 

“Premium Membership.”  

ICTAK, after proper evaluation and audit, hereby award the title “PREMIUM MEMBER of 

ICTAK” to the Colleges.  

PREMIUM MEMBERSHIP SELECTION CRITERIA 

The following criteria have been applied in selecting the eligible colleges to award the title of 

ICTAK Premium Membership 

Sl. 
No 

Key Performance Indicator (Last 3 
Years) 

Value Remarks 

1 % Of students successfully Graduated     

2 % Of Teachers with PHD’s and with 3 

years or more of relevant Industry 

experience 

   

3 No of top prizes/awards in Arts, Sports 

and Technical events  

  State level and above 

4 Center of Excellence / Institution’s 

Accreditation and its status. 

   

5 Institutions having IT / IT related 

branches in their academics 

  

Note: For Existing Member colleges, an additional selection parameter of the past 

performance will also be evaluated. 

OBJECTIVES & SCOPE 

In order to provide the students of the Colleges with the opportunity to obtain gainful career, 

ICT Academy of Kerala (ICTAK) is forming a Premium membership programme with selected 

Engineering, Science & Management and Polytechnique colleges in the state. The institutions 

have been selected based on a set of criteria (defined above), through an online application 

form from the interested colleges.  
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ICTAK offers the selected institutions, one-year membership and will be supported by ICTAK 

on a series of activities (mentioned in Clause 1.2) that will help the students, the faculty 

members and the institution at large on skills development in leading technologies and 

thereby enhancing the employability skills of the students and quality of education by 

imbibing new generation teaching skills to the faculty. The selected institutions are required 

to undertake a set of activities (Clause 1.1) to fulfill the membership requirements.   

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES  

1.1 COLLEGE 
The colleges hereby agree to ensure the requisite participation as mentioned in the 
table below: -   

ICTAK sponsored activity Institutional Commitment 

Faculty Development Program on various 

new technology / industrial rerated areas will 

be conducted. Minimum 6 programs during 

the membership period. Training will be 

conducted in Virtual Mode through live/self-

learning or blended mode. 

Minimum 2 faculty members (for each 

FDP/ TTT); College can choose any or all 

the training. Ensure the participation for 

minimum 50% of the partner programs 

offered by ICTAK in the Membership 

period. 

Faculty Enablement and coordination for 

Student programs. 

Faculty members to facilitate self-based 

student training program offered by 

partners (Minimum 20 students per 

faculty) 

Invitation to participate in ICTAK Conclave at 

discounted rates 

Minimum 10 Students and 2 teachers 

Participation to ICTAK Paper presentation  Minimum 1 team 

Participation to ICTAK Techathlon (ICTAK 

Technical ideation event) at discounted rates 

Minimum 1 team 

Invitation to participate in industrial 

immersion program  

Minimum 20 participants  

Invitation to participate in Teacher’s Top5 

industry interaction programme 

Minimum 2 teachers (and maximum of 5 

teachers) 

 

1.2 ICTAK 
ICTAK hereby agrees to provide the following services/privileges as part of the “Premium 
Membership” to each of its member colleges: -   

 
a) Faculty Development program / Train-the-Teacher program on Oracle Academy, 

Salesforce, Microsoft and Google. 

b) Minimum 10 Faculty Members will be trained on varies technology through our 

partner program (online) in the academic year 21-22. 

c) Facilitate and coordinate the student program in various technical skills from our 

Academic Partners.  

d) Minimum 100 students will be trained on varies technology through our partner 

program (Online) in a year. 

e) Providing Long term skill development courses on IR 4.0 technology. 

f) Students undertaking the long-term program will be assisted with placement 

assistance / support based on the demand and criteria of the recruitment firm. 

g) Will include Employability quotient test (EQT) to the students with detailed report. 
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h) Preference will be given to Premium member colleges to host our events / Govt. 
Programs. 

i) Invitation to participate in ICTAK Conclave at discounted rates. 

j) Participation to ICTAK Paper presentation (Technical and Management papers) 

programme at discounted rates 

k) Participation to ICTAK Techathlon (ICTAK Technical ideation event) at discounted 

rates 

l) Invitation to attend the ICTAK Partner programme 

m) Invitation to participate in Teacher’s Top5 industry interaction programme 

n) Invitation to participate in Student’s Top10 industry interaction programme. 

o) Support to provide limited resources in Tech-events (on the availability basis) 

p) Free copies (5 copies) of ICTAK Yearly magazine 

 

2. FEES AND CHARGES (Non-Refundable)  
Though the premium membership is free of cost per se, the fee at applicable rates 

becomes payable, If the college, at their own will, expresses interest in conducting the 

other ICTAK training programs which do not comes under the purview of premium 

membership. 

 The program fee can be paid through DD addressed to ICT Academy of Kerala, payable at 

Trivandrum or Bank Transfer to ICT Academy of Kerala Bank Account No:34469941089 

with State Bank of India, Technopark Branch with    IFS Code:SBIN0007617.  Cheque and 

Online payments are also accepted.  

 
Please refer the table for details: - 
 

Activities Fees Remarks 

Membership Fees for becoming a 

Premium member 

Free Institution has to qualify the 

Membership Requirements 

Faculty Development Program – 

Colleges should nominate their 

faculty members for ate last 50% of 

the partner program offered by 

ICTAK in the academic year 21-22. 

Free Nominated teachers must 

facilitate the students of their 

college to learn those skills.  

Train-the- Teachers on Life Skills 

Training: Free 

Free  

Placement assistance programme of 

ICTAK 

Free Students with Long term 

course certification offered 

by ICTAK alone will be able to 

participate 

Invitation to attend the ICTAK 

Partner education bites session 

Free  

Teacher’s Top5 industry interaction 

programme 

Free Maximum of 5 Teachers per 

institution 

Student’s Top10 industry interaction 

programme 

Free Maximum of 10 Students per 

institution 

Support to provide limited Human 

resources in Tech-events  

Free Depending on the availability 

of ICTAK / Industry staffs 
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ICTAK Yearly magazine Free 5 Copies per college 

Employability quotient test (EQT) – 

Mandatory for all final year students. 

Free ICTAK working on to create 

Skill index of Engineering 

colleges in Kerala.  

Long term programs / Add on 

programs on IR 4.0 skills 

Course fee will 

be applicable.  

Students will get certificate 

from ICTAK. Govt. scholarship 

will be extended to students 

based on government norms. 

Micro skilling / Short term program 

on industrial skills 

Course fee will 

be applicable.  

Customized based on college 

need. 

ICTAK International Conclave (ICSET) 

registration fees  

25 % Discount 

on registration 

fee. 

Minimum 10 students and 2 

teachers from each member 

institution 

Participation to ICTAK Paper 

presentation  

Rs 2000/- for 

Author 

Rs 1000/- for 

each Co-authors 

Maximum of 3 members. 

Participants will get free entry 

to ICSET 

Participation to ICTAK Techathlon  25 % Discount 

on registration 

fee (for the final 

round) 

Maximum of 5 members. 

Participants will get free entry 

to ICSET 

 
3. CONFIDENTIALITY 

a. During and for a period of one year from the date of disclosure, all the subscribers 
to the premium membership agrees to consider as confidential all information 
disclosed by the other party in written or tangible form or, if orally disclosed 
confirmed in writing within thirty days of disclosure and identified as confidential 
by the disclosing party. 

b. The obligations above shall not extend to any confidential information for which 
the receiving party can prove that this information: 
 Is in the public domain at the time of disclosure or comes within the public 

domain without fault of the receiving party. 
 is already known or become known to the receiving party  
 is received from a third party having no obligations of confidentiality to the 

disclosing party, 
 is independently developed by the receiving party; or 
 Is required to be disclosed by law or court order. 

c. During the term of the MoU and thereafter for a reasonable period, all the 
subscribers hereto undertake on behalf of their respective subcontractors/ 
employees/ representatives/ associates to maintain strict confidentiality and 
present disclosure thereof, of all the information and data exchanged/ generated 
pertaining to work/ activity under this MoU for any purpose other than that 
specified in this MoU. 

d. The member institutes can use ICTAK logo and can display in their website or 
other branding activities during the tenure of the agreement. However, the 
member institute will cease the right to use ICTAK logo upon expiry/termination 
of the agreement.  

4. NON-EXCLUSIVITY 
The relationship of the subscribers of premium membership with ICTAK shall be 

nonexclusive. Both ICTAK and the institutions, including their affiliates, subsidiaries and 

divisions, are free to pursue other agreements or collaborations of any kind.  
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5. OTHER TERMS 
a) ICTAK and the colleges hereby agree to pursue the relationship on a principle-to-

principle basis and any of them shall not do or cause to be done anything derogatory 
to the reputation of the other; 

b) The free programs which remain pending at the end of the membership period shall 
stand as cancelled without notice. 

c) The Courses offered by ICTAK may subject to change when ICTAK themselves and in 
association with Government Departments and agencies launch new programs. The 
same will be intimated to the member colleges in advance.  
 

6. TERMINATION 
The premium membership shall expire one year from the effective date (August 1st, 2021). 

Either party shall have the right to unilaterally cancel or terminate the premium 

membership upon 60 days prior written notice to the other party. However, no such early 

termination of the premium membership, whether mutual or unilateral, shall affect the 

obligations of the Confidentiality clause or any other agreement entered into pursuant to 

this MOU, which obligations shall survive any such termination. 

Any such termination shall not affect the smooth course completion of the existing batch 

of students and upon serving of notice of termination by any of the parties, the ICTAK 

shall immediately restrain itself from further induction of any new batch of students and/ 

or individual students. 

Upon serving of notice of termination, none of the parties herein shall be under any 

obligation to meet with any further expenses of the proposed ICTAK apart from the ones 

required for the smooth course completion of the existing batch. 

If the college fails to fulfill any one or more of the commitments mentioned in Clause 

1(1), the college will not be eligible to hold the title of ICTAK Premium Member for the 

next year.  

7. FORCE MAJEURE 
Either ICTAK or the colleges will not be held responsible for non-fulfillment of their 

respective obligations under this MoU due to the exigency of one or more of the force 

majeure events such as but not limited to acts of God, war, flood, earthquakes, strikes, 

lockouts, epidemics, riots, civil commotions, etc., provided on the occurrence and 

cessation of any such events, the party affected thereby shall give a notice in writing to 

the other party within one month of such occurrence of cessation. If the force majeure 

conditions continue beyond six mon ths, the parties shall jointly decide about the future 

course of action. 

8. ARBITRATION 
Except as hereinbefore provided, any dispute arising out of the premium membership 

plan, shall be referred to the arbitration of 2 (two) arbitrators, 1 (one) to be appointed by 

each party to the dispute and in case of difference of opinion between them to an umpire 

appointed by the said 2 (two) before entering on the reference and the decision of such 

arbitrators or umpire, as the case may be, shall be final and binding on all the parties. The 

venue of arbitration shall be at Trivandrum. 

9. NOTICES & COMMUNICATION 
All notices and other communications required to be served on ICTAK or Colleges under 

the terms of this MoU, shall be considered to be duly served if the same shall have been 
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delivered to by hand and properly acknowledged by the respective part/ parties, posted 

by registered mail or sent by any accredited Courier Service to the respective part/parties 

at its last known/ officially disclosed address of business. 

10. AMENDMENTS 
No amendments or modification of the premium membership plan and privileges shall be 

valid unless the same is made in writing by all the parties herein or through their 

authorized representatives and specifically stating the same to be an amendment of this 

agreement. The modifications/changes shall be effective from the date on which they are 

made/ executed unless otherwise agreed to. 

11. RELATIONSHIP 
The Premium Membership shall not be construed to make either ICTAK or Colleges, a 

partner, an agent, or legal representative of the other for any purpose. 

12. SIGNING AND EXECUTION 
This premium membership document, signed by the authorized signatory of ICTAK and 

the Colleges creates separate legal relationships between each of the subscribers 

(Colleges) and ICTAK. The document may be construed as an agreement with proper offer 

to and acceptance from ICTAK and each of the subscribers signed underneath and vice 

versa.  

BY SIGNING the agreement, the parties, acting by their duly authorized officers, have 

caused the Premium Membership agreement to be executed between ICTAK and each 

college, effective as of the 1st day of August 2021. The membership ID has been awarded 

by ICTAK and certificate will be provided after the execution of this agreement.  

In WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Premium Membership 

Agreement on the date abovementioned  

For ICT Academy of Kerala         

 

       Santhosh Kurup   Sreekumar K V 
Chief Executive Officer  Head-Academic Operations Unit 
 

        

The college was awarded with Premium Membership of ICTAK for one year with effect 

from 1st day of August 2021, agree and accept with the terms of this agreement by putting 

the signature of its authorized signatory (digitally)  
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MOU) FOR 

SKLL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 

BETWEEN 

LIONTW 

PROVIDENCE WOMEN'S COLLEGE 

MALAPARAMBA, KOZHIKODE 

& 

FUTURALABS TECHNOLOGIES LLP 

CIVIL STATION, KOZHIKODE. 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

This Memorandum of Understanding (hereinafter called as the 'MOU') is entered into on this the 

Twenty Eighth August Two Thousand Twenty One (28/08/2021) 
BETWEEN 

PROVIDENCE WOMEN'S cOLLEGE, MALAPARAMBA, KOZHIKODE, The Flrst Party represented 
herein by its PRINCIPAL, AND COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT HoD (hereinafter referred as 
First Party, the institution which expression, unless excluded by or repugnant to the subject or 

context shall include its successors- in-office, administrators and assigns). 
AND 

FUTURA LABS TECHNOLOGIES LLP, 2D FLOOR, NMCK cOMPLEX, CIVIL STATION, 
KoZHIKODE the Second Party, and represented herein by its CENTER MANAGER (hereinafter 
referred to as "Second Party", company which expression, unless excluded by or repugnant to the 
subject or context shall include its successors- in-office, administrators and assigns). 

(First Party and Second Party are hereinafter jointly referred to as 'Parties' and individually as 

MEN S WOM Party) 
WHEREAS: 

A) First Party is a Higher Educational Institution named: 

CA ICUT 
PROVIDENCE WOMEN'S coLLEGE, MALAPARAMBA KOZHIKODE 

& 
Second party a talent development company named: 

FUTURA LABS TECHNOLOGIES LLP, 2ND FLOOR, NMCK cOMPLEX, CIVL STATION, 
B) 

f kura abs 
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NOW THEREFORE, IN CONSIDERATION OF THE MUTUAL PROMISES SET 
FORTH IN THIS MOU, THE PARTIES HERETO AGREE AS FOLLOWS: 

CLAUSE 1 C0-OPERATION 

1.1 Both Parties are united by common interests and objectives, and they 
shall establish channels of communication and co-operation that will 

promote and advance their respective operations within the Institution 

and its related wings. The Parties shall keep each other informed of 

potential opportunities and shall share all information that may be 

relevant to secure additional opportunities for one another. 

1.2 First Party and Second Party co-operation will facilitate effective 

utilization of the intellectual capabilities of the faculty of both parties 

thus providing significant inputs in developing suitable teaching/ 
training systems, keeping in mind the needs of the industry. 

1.3 The general terms of co-operation shall be governed by this MOU. The 

Parties shall cooperate with each other and shall, as promptly as is 

reasonably practical, enter into all relevant agreements, deeds and 

documents (the 'Definitive Documents) as may be required to give 

effect to the actions contemplated in terms of this MOU. The term of 

Definitive Documents shall be mutually decided between the Parties. 

Along with the Definitive Documents, this MOU shall represent the 

entire understanding as to the subject matter hereof and shall supersede 

any prior understanding between the Parties on the subject matter 

hereof. 

CLAUSE 2 scOPE OF THE MoU 

2.1 The budding graduates from the institutions could play a key role in 

technologlcal up-gradation, innovation and competitiveness of an 

industry. Both parties believe that close co-operation between the two 

would be of major benefit to the student community to enhance their 

CHNO skills and knowledge. 

Calicut-20 
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22 Curriculum Design: Second Party will give valuable inputs to the First 2.2 

Party in teaching / training methodology and suitably customize the 

curriculum so that the students fit into the industrial scenario 

meaningfully. 
2.3 Skill Development Programs: Second Party to train the students of 

First Party on the emerging technologies in order to bridge the skill gap 
and make them industry ready. 

2.4 Guest Lectures: Second Party to extend the necessary support to 

deliver guest lectures to the students of the First Party on the 

technology trends and in house requirements. 

2.5 Faculty Development Programs: Second Party to train the Faculties of 
First Party for imparting industrial exposure/ training as per the 

industrial requirement considering the National Occupational Standards 

in concerned sector, if available. 

2.6 There is no financial commitment on the part of the First Party to take 

up any program mentioned in the MoU. If there is any financial 

consideration, it will be dealt separately. 

2.7 Both Parties to obtain all internal approvals, consents, permissions of 

whatsoever nature required for offering the Programs on the terms 

specified herein 

CLAUSE 3 VALIDITY 

3.1 This Agreement will be valid up to three years until it is expressly 
terminated by either Party on mutually agreed terms, during which period 

FUTURA LABS TECHNOLOGIES LLP, the Second Party, as the case may be, 

will take effective steps for implementation of this MOU. Any act on the part 

of Training Partner FUTURALABS TECHNOLOGIES LLP the Second Party 
after termination of this Agreement by way of communication, 

correspondence etc., shall not be construed as an extension of this MOU 

3.2 Both Parties may terminate this MOU upon 30 calendar days' notice in 

writing. In the event of Termination, both parties have to discharge their 

obligations. 

CHNO 
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CLAUSE 4 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PARTIES 

4.1 It is expressly agreed that First Party and Second Party are acting under 

this MOU as independent contractors, and the relationship established 

under this MOU shall not be construed as a partnership. Neither Party is 

authorized to use the other Party's name in any way, to make any 

representations or create any obligation or liability, expressed or 

implied, on behalf of the other Party, without the prior written consent 

of the other Party. Neither Party shall have, nor represent itself as 

having, any authority under the terms of this MOU to make agreements 
of any kind in the name of or binding upon the other Party, to pledge the 

other Party's credit, or to extend credit on behalf of the other Party. 

CLAUSE 5 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

5.1 Nothing contained in this MOU shall, by express grant, implication, 

Estoppel or otherwise, create in either Party any right, title, interest, or 

license in or to the intellectual property (including but not limited to 

know-how, inventions, patents, copy rights and designs) of the other 

Party. 

CLAUSE 6 COURSE AGREEMENT TERMS BETWEEN 

THE PARTIES 

6.1 COURSE.CONTENT 
1 INDRODUCTION TO EMBEDDED SYSTEM AND MICROCONTROLLERS AND IOT 

2 C PROGRAMING-LOOPING AND SELECTION STATEMENTS 

PROTEOUS BASICS &LED CONTROLL USING SWITCH 

ARDUINO ADC,TEMPRATURE AND GAS SENSOR INTEGRATION 

INDRODUCTION TO THINGSPEAK IOT CLOUD 

INDRODUCTION TO NODE MCU 

CONECTIONG NODE MCU TO THING SPEAK 

SENSOR DATA TO THINGSPEAK 

9 ESP8266 wIFI MODULE 

ECHNO 
10 PROJECT(HOME AUTOMATION) 

orturn Lobs 
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6.2 Requirements for the smooth conduct of the class 

a) An environment conducive for taking class with LCD projector 

b) Ensure all students attend the training program scheduled for them. 

)A Training Coordinator to monitor the daily student attendance and student 

feedback. 

6.3 Mode of Paymentt 

a) Payment of the Resource person/ Trainer can be done either as cash, DD or Cheque 

in favour of 

Grace Digital A/c No. 10190000896966 

ESAF BANK, Branch:, KOZHIKODE 

IFSC: ESMF0001108 or Google pay to: rpy.qrfuturalabs20526272@icici 

Any divergence or difference derived from the interpretation or application 

of the MoU shall be resolved by arbitration between the parties as per the 

Arbitration Act, 1996. The place of the arbitration shall be at District Head 

Quarters of the First Party. This undertaking is to be construed in 

accordance with Indian Law with exclusive jurisdiction in the Courts of 

KOZHIKODE. 

hre Lobs 
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AGREED: 

For PROVIDENCE WOMEN'S COLLEGE For FUTURA LABS TECHNOLOGIES LLP 

MALAPARAMBA NMCK COMPLEX, CIVIL STATION 

KOZHIKODE 

KOZHIKODE 

ECHNO 
(calicut-20 

Kerala 

IDENC 

Authorized Sigdatory 

M 

Authorized Signatory WOME 
CUT.. Name of the Industry Name of the Institation 

FUTURALABS TECHNOLOGIES LLP, 
PROVIDENCE WOMEN'S COLLEGE 

CIVIL STATION, KOZHIKODE 
MALAPARAMBA, KOZHIKODE 

Address: MALAPARAMBA, KOZHIKODE 2ND FLOOR, NMCK COMPLEX, CIVIL 

STATION KOZHIKODE 
Contact Details: 7994420046 Contact Details: 0495 2372487 

E-mails E-mails: 
providencecollegecalicut@gmail.com info@thefuturalabs.com 

Web: www.providencecollegecalicut.ac.in Web: www.thefuturalabs.com 

Witness1: Witness2: 



MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MOU) FOR 
PRODUCTIVITY ENHANCEMENT PROGRAMME 

BETWEEN 

PROVIDENCE WOMEN'S COLLEGE 

MALAPARAMBA, KOZHIKODE 

BLUEGEN SOLUTIONS 

4TH FLOOR, GALLRIA TRADE CENTRE, 

MAVOOR ROAD, KOZHIKODE-04. 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

This Memorandum of Understanding (hereinafter called as the 'MOU') is entered into 

on this the Sixth day of OCTOBER Two Thousand Twenty One (06/10/2021) 

BETWEEN 

PROVIDENCE WOMEN'S cOLLEGE, MALAPARAMBA, KoZHIKODE, The First Party 

represented herein by its PRINCIPAL, AND COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT HoD 
hereinafter referred as First Party', the institution which expression, unless excluded by 

or repugnant to the subject or context shall include its successors in-office, 

dministrators and assigns). 

AND 

BLUEGEN sOLUTIONS,4h FOURTH FLOOR GALERIA TRADE CENTRE, KOZHIKODE 

the Second Party, and represented herein by its CENTER MANAGER (hereinafter 

referred to as "Second Party', company which expression, unless excluded by or 

repugnant to the subject or context shall include its successors in-office, administrators 

and assigns). 

(Pirst Party and Second Party are hereinafter jointly referred to as 'Parties' and 

individually as 'Party) 
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WHEREAS: 

A) 

PROVIDENCE WOMEN'S COLLEGE, MALAPARAMBA KOZHIKODE/ 

NCE WO 
First Party is a Higher Educational lInstitution named: NOMEN 

CO 
& 

B) Second party a talent development company named: 

CALICU 
BLUEGEN sOLUTIONSs, 4h FOURTH FLOOR GALERIA TRADE CENTRE, 

KOZHIKoDE 

NOW THEREFORE, IN CONSIDERATION OF THE MUTUAL PROMISES SET 

FORTH IN THIS MOU, THE PARTIES HERETO AGREE AS FOLLOWS: 

CLAUSE 1 co-OPERATION 

1.1 Both Parties are united by common interests and objectives, and they 

shall establish channels of communication and co-operation that will 

promote and advance their respective operations within the Institution 

and its related wings. The Parties shall keep each other informed of 

potential opportunities and shall share all information that may be 

relevant to secure additional opportunities for one another. 

1.2 First Party and Second Party co-operation will facilitate effective 

tilization of the intellectual capabilities of the faculty of both parties 

thus providing significant inputs in developing suitable teaching / 

training systems, keeping in mind the needs of the industry. 

1.3 The general terms of co-operation shall be governed by this MOU. The 

Parties shall cooperate with each other and shall, as promptly as is 

reasonably practical, enter into all relevant agreements, deeds and 



documents (the 'Definitive Documents) as may be required to give 

effect to the actions contemplated in terms of this MOU. The term of 

Definitive Documents shall be mutually decided between the Parties. 

Along with the Definitive Documents, this MOU shall represent the 

entire understanding as to the subject matter hereof and shall supersede 

any prior understanding between the Parties on the subject matter 

hereof. 

CLAUSE 2 SCOPE OF THE MoU 

2.1 The budding graduates from the institutions could play a key role in 
2.1 

technological up-gradation, innovation and competitiveness of an 

industry. Both parties believe that close co-operation between the two 

would be of major benefit to the student community to enhance their 

skills and knowledge. 

2.2 Curriculum Design: Second Party will give valuable inputs to the First 
2.2 

Party in teaching/ training methodology and suitably customize the 

curriculum so that the students fit into the industrial scenario 

meaningfully. 

2.3 Skill Development Programs: Second Party to train the students of 
2.3 

First Party on the emerging technologies in order to bridge the skill gap 

and make them industry ready. 

2.4 Guest Lectures: Second Party to extend the necessary support to 

deliver guest lectures to the students of the First Party on the 

technology trends and in house requirements. 

2.5 Faculty Development Programs: Second Party to train the Faculties of 

First Party for imparting industrial exposure/ training as per the 

industrial requirement considering the National Occupational Standards 

in concerned sector, if avallable. 

2.6 There Is no financlal commitment on the part of the First Party to take 
2.6 

up any program mentioned in the MoU. If there is any financial 

consideration, it will be dealt separately. 

2.7 Both Parties to obtain all internal approvals, consents, permissions of 



documents (the 'Definitive Documents) as may be required to give 

effect to the actions contemplated in terms of this MOU. The term of 

Definitive Documents shall be mutually decided between the Parties 

Along with the Definitive Documents, this MOU shall represent the 

entire understanding as to the subject matter hereof and shall supersede 

any prior understanding between the Parties on the subject matter 

hereof. 

CLAUSE 2 SCOPE OF THE MoU 

2.1 The budding graduates from the institutions could play a key role in 

technological up-gradation, innovation and competitiveness of an 

industry. Both parties believe that close co-operation between the two 

would be of major benefit to the student community to enhance their 

skills and knowledge. 

2.2 Curriculum Design: Second Party will give valuable inputs to the First 

Party in teaching / training methodology and suitably custonmize the 

curriculum so that the students fit into the industrial scenario 

meaningfully. 
2.3 Skill Development Programs: Second Party to train the students of 

First Party on the emerging technologies in order to bridge the skill gap 

and make them industry ready. 

2.4 Guest Lectures: Second Party to extend the necessary support to 

deliver guest lectures to the students of the First Party on the 

technology trends and in house requirements. 

2.5 Faculty Development Programs: Second Party to train the Faculties of 2.5 

First Party for imparting industrial exposure/ training as per the 

industrial requirement considering the National Occupational Standards 

in concerned sector, if available. 

2.6 There is no financial commitment on the part of the First Party to take 2.6 
up any program mentioned in the MoU. If there is any financial 

consideration, it will be dealt separately. 

Both Parties to obtain all internal approvals, consents, permissions of 2.7 



whatsoever nature required for offering the Programs on the terms 
specified herein 

CLAUSE 3 VALIDITY 

3.1 This Agreement will be valid up to three years until it is expressly 
terminated by either Party on mutually agreed terms, during which period 
BLUEGEN SOLUTIONS, the Second Party, as the case may be, will take 
effective steps for implementation of this MOU. Any act on the part of 
Training Partner BLUEGEN SOLUTIONS the Second Party after 
termination of this Agreement by way of communication, correspondence 
etc, shall not be construed as an extension of this MOU 

3.2 Both Parties may terminate this MOU upon 30 calendar days' notice in 
writing. In the event of Termination, both parties have to discharge their 

obligations. 

CLAUSE 4 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PARTIES 

4.1 It is expressly agreed that First Party and Second Party are acting under 
this MOU as independent contractors, and the relationship established 
under this MOU shall not be construed as a partnership. Neither Party is 

authorized to use the other Party's name in any way, to make any 
representations or create any obligation or liability, expressed or 

implied, on behalf of the other Party, without the prior written consent 

of the other Party. Neither Party shall have, nor represent itself as 

having, any authority under the terms of this M0U to make agreements 
of any kind in the name of or binding upon the other Party, to pledge the 

other Party's credit, or to extend credit on behalf of the other Party. 

CLAUSE 5 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

5.1 Nothing contained in this MOU shall, by express grant, implication, 

Estoppel or otherwise, create in elther Party any right, title, Interest, or 

license in or to the intellectual property (including but not limited to 

know-how, inventions, patents, copy rights and designs) of the other 

Party. 



CLAUSE 6 COURSE AGREEMENT TERMS BETWEEN 

THE PARTIES 

6.1 COURSE CONTENTT 

sOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

PROJECT TRAINING 

WEBINARS 

SEMINARSs 

INTERNSHIPS 

ADD ON COURSES 

6.2 Requirements for the smooth conduct of the class 

a) An environment conducive for taking class with LCD projector 

b) Ensure all students attend the training program scheduled for them 

c)A Training Coordinator to monitor the daily student attendance and student 
feedback. 

6.3 Mode of Payment 

a) Payment of the Resource person/ Trainer can be done either as cash, DD or Cheque 
in favour of 

Grace Digital A/c No. 0347073000000413 

SIB BANK, Branch:, KOZHIKODE 

IFSC: SIBLO000347 

Any divergence or difference derived from the interpretation or application of the 

MoU shall be resolved by arbitration between the parties as per the Arbitration Act, 
1996. The place of the arbitration shall be at District Head Quarters of the First 

Party. This undertaking is to be construed in accordance with Indian Law with 

exclusive jurisdiction in the Courts of KOZHIKODE 



AGREED: 

For PROVIDENCE WOMEN'S COLLEGE For BLUEGEN SOLUTiONS 

MALAPARAMBA 4th FOURTH FLOOR 

GALERIA TRADE CENTRE 

KOZHIKODE KOZHIKODE 

wOME ENCE PROVIDS 

Authorized Sigthatpry 

ICUT.9 
Authorized Signatory 

3 

Name of the Institution Name of the Industry 
PROVIDENCE WOMEN'S COLLEGE BLUEGEN SOLUTIONS, 

MALAPARAMBA, KOZHIKODE KOZHIKODE 

Address: MALAPARAMBA, KOZHIKODE Address: 4th FOURTH FLOOR GALERIA 

TRADE CENTRE 
Contact Details: 0495 2372487 Contact Details: DIRECTOR 

8907288043 

E-mails: E-mails: bluegensolutions@gmail.com 
providencecollegecalicut@gmail.com 

Web: www.providencecollegecalicut.ac.in Web: www.bluegensolutions.com 

Witness1: Witness2: 
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AV*D[{ I
[clue*titrl fer er J*i:

i\{ ti\{t}ltAN l)LJi\{ Ol" Lj N I)l:ltS'l'AN l}l Nti

lJctu'r:r-rt

./

Avsdh* Sdut*ch Pvt LtrI, Kakkar*rd
AnuD

Pro'+,idcnee l{cmen' r { lo I lege" Horhikode, I{ernla-6?3$$S

{ This Memorandum of Untlerutanding is entercd into a$ of 1U08/2022 , by and
I'

htwetdrAvodhr Edutech Ptt LtdnndProvidenee l{omen'* College" Kozhikode, Kernla.6?30m.I
I

.,,1 .

RECddNIZINC the mutual interest in the tields of education, training & developm€nt and
dissdmination of hnowledge and skill. ,

.i-
,tl

RESOCNIZING the impartance of institutions, af the higher eduenliore role in promoting
callaboration, skill training" cducation and inereased contrihutiorr to social developmcnt.'ri

,. I

THE/PARTIES HEREBY agree to estahlish collaboration aecording to ths term$ nnd conditicns
,+et out in the following articles hcrcunder,

,i t 
i

,., ARTICLE I: SCOPE OT T["IE COLLABORATION \

i flh€ general pilrpos€ of this MOU is to facilitate eoofleration tmininB, *ofl skill inculcation,
coaching anel ncademies betrre*n the parties hereunder, bmed upon thc principles of mutual

, 'benefit and may in*lude the following general cooperation *rea$:

,''
$ENERAL AREAS Or CSOPERATTON
l.l Joirrt education&l andpnining activitier

$ i:i ;;;;s-;i;*dents and faculry tor the purysse of training and coaching. j
: 1.3 Discursi*n fur the exchange of undergraduate and graduats students for coltahorativc or

independent research bassd on the policies of hoth institutions
1.4 Extension of invitations for attending scholaily and teehnic*l mcetings es wcll ss natisnill
and internaticlnal eonfercnces.

a

liI,: i

,4"fr8fvl 
@

Avadha Eelutcch Prt Ltd I

Joseph

,
t

I

N 470173)(.'*[!*g* rrur]c an* rlgn Princip;ll {



ART]CI-F, II: TIJE AGREEMENT

2.1 At Providencc Women's College, Kozhikode, Kerala-673009, this MOIJ u,ill be administered
by Principal Dr.(Sr") Jaseena Joscph, Providence \\'omcn's College, Kozhikode, Kerala-
673009. r\t Avodha Edutech Pvt L,ld. Kakkanad. this MOLI rviil be administered by CEO
Joseph E Ceorge, Avodha Edutech Pvt Ltd."

2.2The colle-ee Providence Wotlen's Col1ege, Kozhikodc,I(erala-673009 needs to be incorporatcd
u,ith Avodha Edutech Pvt Ltd, in sclecting and arrangin,s thc sludents fbr trair-riiig and coaching"
besides that the college irat,e to collcct tl-re payments fi-onr tire stuclents after the seurinar and
have to liand it over to the proposecl IJusrrie ss Developrnent N4anagcr / Academic Consultant.

2.3 The training and coachin-e \\'ill be provided by Avodha Edutecli Pvt Ltd, afler receiving fuli
payment of the agreed students. lired per course, from Providence Women's College,
Kozhikode. Kerala-673 009.

2.4 Arrodha Edutech Pvt Ltd will meet 1he iricidental expenses needed lor providing training"
coacl,ring, and online interactions.

2.5 The tert-us of co-operation, including inteliecfual propefiy orvnership and funding issues. for
each specific activity under this I\4OU u,ill be discussed and detailed in rvriting" signed and dated
by the parties.

2.6 The colle ge lllust cnsure , the count of str:dcnts for training and coacl-iing. should be I 00 or abovc"
Jolt fair r'catrpus placemcnts lvill be only plorrided for the enrollcd students who has cornplctcd
tl1eir job-orientcd training prograrns fi"om Avodha Edutech Pvt Ltd., u,ithin the time pcriod of I

year (12 rnonths) and Placcmcnt Drive r.i,ili conduct annuaily. rve u,il1 visit ali srudents whcn
they cornpictc Inore than 75o/o Oirlinc class. Thcsc studcnts will be sclcctcd based on their
,performance. thus Avodha Edutech Pvt. Lid., does not ensurc placernent to all stu,lents. as the
sciection process also dcpends on their intcrvierv performancc. lf any students docs not gct

'sclccted on oul job fair / campus placcr-r-rcnt. thcy u,i1l be providcci u,itlr the placernent assistancc
providcd by Avodha Edutech Pvt. Ltd.. u,iihjn 1he tirnc period of 2 years aftcr course completion"

ARTICLE iII: GENE.RAL TERMS

3.1 This N4OU is not intended to, atrd cloes not create any riglit. benefit. or trust responsibilily,
substantive or plocedural. euforceable al lau' or equit1,, by eitlier party, its officers, employees. or
agents ailainst the other party. its oflicers" entplol,ees, or asellts.

3.2 Neither institution is responsible for any f-urancial support beyond u,hat is specificall,v mentioned
uudcr this N4OU. Nothing in this 1\4OU obligatcs either parlv io cormril or transler any fimds, asscts,
or otircr resources in suppor1 of pro-jecls or activities betn,een llie parties unless expressll, stated in
tlris lt{OIi.

3.3 The activities of this MOU musl be can'jed out in accordance u,ith ac-a,demic and coilege policies
as rveil as apltropriate larvs. reguiations aird accreditation standards exisiing in each couirtry ancl

instiiution.

.,\r'ociha i:.duti:ch I']r't I.td:

t!
d

Dr.5r. Joseph
College r.,on'r" rrf Si6cipAi 470L73l,



ART]C.LE I\/: AVAILABLE JOB ORIENTED PROCJRAN4

DIGITAL MARKI]TI}]G

ETHICAL HACKING

\4OTION GRAPHICS

GRAPHIC DESIGN AND \/IDEO E.DITING

PYTI]ON AND DJANGO

STOCK MARKET

DATA SCIENCE AND AI

EXCITL, TALLY AND GST

PSC C'UACHING

RRB C]OAC]HING,,

SSC COACHING

] AUTOCAD CATIA SOLIDUTORKS
l

AUTOCAD 3DS N,IAX REVIT
] ECAD N4EP I]VAC

MEDICAL CODINC

]\4OB II-E RTPAIR E,NGINEERING

i UI AND UX DESIGN

FULL STACK DEVELOPN,IENT'
. 

ANDROID DEVELOPMEN"I

FLUTE,R

RELAT]ON SI-I IP MANAGEM ENT

STORE MANAGEMI]NT

CORPORAI E OF'F'ICE ASSO('IATE

AC REPAIR ENGINEE.RING

BEAUTICIAN COURSE

IIOSPITAL N{ANAGEMENT

CAN{ Ir DEV ELOPN,I Et .\ T

PIIARIUACOVIGILANCIT

SPOKEN ENGLISI'I

SAP QUICKBOOKS AND TALLY PRII\,{E

HR SPF,CIAI ISI'

LOGISTICS

TRA\/I1L AND TOURISN{

IBPS ]]XA\4 COACHING

TC]S INFOSYS NQT EXAM COACHING

I
i

Above nrentioned progranrs are avaiiable irr (r re-eiorial larituages ( English, l,4alal,aiarl."lauril, TelugLr.
Kannada. Hindi).



ARTI(.LE \T: DURATION

This lt4OU may'be modified by mr:tua1 u,ritten consent. The Agreetrerit u,ill be in cft-ect il"onr the
date of siguature, for a period ol 12 tronlhs. It shall be reneu,ed upor-r tr-rutual rvritten agreement.
This agreenlent 1xa,v be temrinated by either side u'itir 2 ntonths' u,ritten notice.

ARTICLE VI: PRICINC

A11 students taking admissionto tlte course ivill be given cornprehensil'c trainin-s in the subjects of
their choice. In addition to 180 hours of pre-recorded trainin-g. tirey can also utilize live
sessions(9Hour live session fbr doubt clearance) to clear up any doLrbts about the subject. All
students joining any traming course u,ill be o1l-ered a 3 month intemship rvith tite respective tracie
contpatries afler cornplction of the coul'sL'from your esteenred institute or contpletion of 180 hours
of online training provided by Ar,odha.

Description Quantity Price Total

:

Registration INR 2800"00 rNR 2800.00

Course/Training fee I
(Applicable only for placed Candidates)

INR 10,000"00 INR 10,000.00

Total (lnclusive of GST) rNR 12"800.00

L Avodha Edutech Private Lirnited u,ill extend its eirtire collection of.iob-ready collrses to thc
studet;ts of your cstablishmcllt at a subsidizeri fee of Rs2800 (Inclusive o1-GST).
2. -l'hc 

rest of the fees u,ill be collected in equal installments of Rs5000. tite first instaliment
pavable ou tlte date at u,hiclr thc stLrdeni ioins in a domain-sitecific job placed via Avodha placernetit
serr.ices. the second iustallment payabie ou coniplction of j0 da1,5 sl the job.
3. Cionfidcntiality Both parlies are respolrsible ior prolecting all confidcntial intbrnration
rclateci to this proposal. if .vou l-iavc anv qiiestioirs conceiring tiris proposal. Kiitdly contact +9I
9 207 {t3 61 99 or avocili are qi o na I o l'fi c c la r c r na i I . c om.

/.:.;,r\b/'r" --/',1 ,:\,--' I /ir:<\
l-i llt

*f.._\lif

l'!

,f.

Avorllra l:clLrtech P\,1 l-td,

,
I

, W Sr. p{seena Joseph
,i principbl (pEN 470173)

( ttilcgc lriir-r'r,r ilnd sign
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

This Memorandum of Understanding (hereinafter referred to as MoU) is entered into 

on this 14h day of June 2022 between Department of Zoology, Providence Women's 

College, Calicut, Kerala herein referred to as college 

AND 

Amplicon BioLabs, KINFRA Food Park, Kakkanchery, Calicut University P 0, 

Malappuram, Kerala, 673635 herein refered to as Amplicon BioLabs. 

SCOPE OF THE MoU, THE ROLES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

1. Industrial Training & Visits: Industry and Institution interaction will give an insight 

into the latest developments/requirements of the industries; the Second Party to permit 

the Faculty and Students of the First Party to visit its group companies and also involve 

in Industrial Training Programs for the First Party. The industrial training and exposure 

provided to students and faculty through this association will build confidence and 

prepare the students to have a smooth transition from academic to working careers. The 

Second Party will provide its Labs/ Workshops / Academic Projects/ Industrial visits/ 

Training/ Industrial Sites for the hands-on training of the learners enrolled with the First 

Party on a payment basis. 

2. Research and Development: Both Parties have agreed to carry out joint résearph 

activities in the fields of Biotechnology.



3. Skill Development Programs: Second Party to train the students of the First Party 

on the emerging technologies in order to bridge the skill gap and make them îndustry- 

ready. 

4. There is no financial commitment on the part of the College. If there is any financial

consideration, it will be directly collected from the students/ faculty. 

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS AND TIME FRAME 

This Mou will commence on 14/06/2022 for a period of 1 year. This MoU is the 

complete agreement between the Department of Zoology, Providence Women's 

J 
College, Calicut, Kerala, and Amplicon BioLabs, KINFRA Food Park, 

Kakkanchery, Calicut University P O, Malappuram, Kerala, maybe only by 

written agreement signed by each of the parties involved. 

VALIDITY

This Agreement will be valid until it is expressly terminated by either Party on mutually 

agreed terms, during which period Amplicon BioLbs, the Second Party, as the case 

may be, will take effective steps for implementation of this MOU. Any act on the part 

of Amplicon BioLabs, the Second Party after the termination of this Agreement by way 

of communication, correspondence, etc., shall not be construed as an extension of this 

MOU 

2 Both Parties may terminate this MOU upon 30 calendar days' notice in writing. In the A 

event of termination, both parties have to discharge their obligations. 



RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PARTIES 

It is expressly agreed that First Party and Second Party are acting under this MOU as 

independent contractors, and the relationship established under this MOU shall not be 

construed as a partnership. Neither Party is authorized to use the other Party's name in 

any way, to make any representations, or create any obligation or liability, expressed or 

implied, on behalf of the other Party, without the prior written consent of the other Party 

Neither Party shall have, nor represent itself as having, any authority under the terms of 

this MOU to make agreements of any kind in the name of or binding upon the other 

Party, to pledge the other Party's credit, or to extend credit on behalf of the other Party 

AGREED: 

For 

Amplicon BioLabs, KINFRA 
Providence Watmen's College 

AMPLICON BIOLABS 
Room No. 17 

Park Centre, KINFRA 
Kakkancheri, Chelembra P.O. 

Malappuram 673 634 

DR.NISHIANAD 
ASST. 

PROFESSOR & HEAD 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

PROVIDENCE WOMEN'S COLLEGE 

CALICUT- 673 009 

A 
Name of Institution Providence Women's College, Malaparamba, Calicut 

Address Providence Women's College, Malaparamba, Calicut 

Kerala,673009 

Contact Details Ph: 0495 2372487 

E.mail. principal@providencecollegecalicut.com 



Amplicon BioLabs 

Name of Industry 

Address KINFRA Food Park, Kakkanchery, Calicut University P O, 

Malappuram Kerala, 673634 

Contact Details 9400160260, 9847555957 

E.mail. ampliconbiolabs@gmail.com 

Witness 1: a Witness 2: 

Mohamed lacad 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MoU)

Between

Providence Women's College, Calicut, Kerala

And

St. Pious X Degree & PG College for Women, Hyderabad

a
This  Agreement  is made  on  14/05/2022  between  Providence Women's  College  Calicut,

afriliated to University of Calicut, Kerala (hereinafter referred to as "PWC") as the first

a    party  and    St.  Pious  X  Degree  &  PG  College  for  Women  afrlliated  to  Osmania
niversity (hereinafter referred to as "SPDP") as the second party.
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PURPOSE

Whereas

a)      Aboutpwc

b)       P`Wc is desirous to associate with SPDP on various areas as discussed in the

Purview of this MoU, which will be mutually beneficial to both organizations.

Whereas

c)      AboutspDP

d)       SPDP  is  desirous  to  associate  with  PWC  on  various  areas  as  discussed  in  the

Purview of this MoU, which will be mutually beneficial to both organizations.

That, relying on the principle of good faith, by virtue of which they will carry out all

the possible actions for their due fulrillment,

nd   relying   also   on   their  common   bonds   and   concerns,   they   state   their   interest   in

engthening  their  relationships  through  academic  cooperation,  and  for this  end  they are

one accord in entering this

Principal (P=i=2-,
_H_uZuE,§TdE##Nuun
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NOW THEREFORE THIS MEMORANDUM 0F UNDERSTANDING `hrlTNESSES

AS FOLLOWS

1.  OBJECTIVE:

e)   The parties agree that the objective of the present MoU is to establish a cooperation

program  in  order to  collaborate towards  the  formation  of students,  academics  and

researchers for the promotion and development of their respective areas of interest.

2.  METHOD FOR ACHIEVING THE OBJECTIVES:

f)    In   order   to   achieve   the   aforementioned   objectives,   both   parties,   in   mutual

agreement,  shall  develop  cooperation  programs  and  projects  that  will  specify  the

commitments each of them is to make for the performance of said programs.

3.   AREAS OF CO-OPERATION:

g)   Whereas,  PWC  and  SPDP  recognize that the  academic  collaboration  would be of

mutual  benefit  and  would  provide  strengths  in  research  and  education  and  their

mutual interest in engaging themselves in academic cooperation. As per the purpose

of the said agreement, the two parties shall :

i.       ResecJrch co//aborcrfJ.o#s.. Faculty / Researchers / Students ofpwc and

SPDP  can  collaborate  in  future  research  projects  that  either  involve

working   cooperatively   with   partner   institutions   and   /   or   cover   a

research   topic   with   national   /   international   component.     Activities

include, but are not limited to, efforts toward developing proposals for

collaborative   research,    co-authoring   publication,    conducting   joint

research projects, or establishing joint research centers etc.

Ii.       Faculty Exchange with partner universities: Faourty members ofpwc

and   SPDP   can   travel   between   to  participate   in  activities   that  can

enhance  their  international  /  national  experience  and  knowledge  and

also to  foster relations between the parties.   Activities include,  but are

not    limited   to,    delivering   lectures,   teaching   a   course,   taking   a

sabbatical, acquiring skills for institutional governance and developing

collaborative research etc.

Providence Women's CoH©ge
Kozhikode  -673  009



iii.

iv.

V.

Student  Exchange  with  Partner  Institutions:  Stnden+s can be  gjrven an

opportunity to  travel  among parties to participate  in  activities / events

that will enhance their intercultural experience and knowledge.

Promotion  Of integrated  studies for  related  studies:  The  pe;rhos  can

look  at  integrating  an  interdisciplinary  dimension  into  their  teaching,

research,  and  service  functions  of the  university  which  would  enable

the students understanding on a wide perspective.

Cooperate in the  exchange of information r.elating to their activities in

teaching   and   research   in   fields   of  mutual   interests;   sharing   best

practices  adopted  by  each  parties;  sharing  of  e-content  between  the

parties; access to library and repository services,  if possible.

w..        Conduct  skill  enhancement programmes,  participation  in  seminars and

academic  meetings,  assistance  in  intemships  and  also  other academic

activities the parties will find desirable.

4.   FUNDING:

h)   Expenses  for  airfare,  transpoilation,  room  and  board  and  personal  expenses  of

exchange students, teachers or officers shall be covered by each individual. Students

willpaytheirregistration,coursesorprofessionalpracticesattheirhomeuniversity,

so that they can be recognized afterwards.

i)     Students,   interns  and  officers   shaH   be  responsible   for  requesting  and  obtaining

lodging  by  inquiring  with  the  university,  which  shau  provide  every  help  necessary

for them to obtain safe, convenient lodging arrangements.

j)    Financial expenses for (term visits) intemships of professors and researchers, which

will be arranged at the parties'  request, as well as travel expenses,  shall be covered

by  the  requesting  institution.  No  fees  will  be  paid,  as  the  assumption  is  that  the

professors  /  researchers  remain  in  their positions  at  their home  institution,  which

will continue to pay their salaries.

k)   Students,  professors  and  officers  must  acquire  a  medical  insurance  policy.  The

universities may offer them advice in seeking appropriate insurance.

o,. Sr. Ias

p,orv'.,'a`e-;:;-wiomen'sCoO@ge
kozhikode + 673  009
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5.   NO EMPLoyMENT RELATIONsmp:

I)    The  parties  agree  that  this  Agreement  shall  not  be  construed  in  any  manner  as

establishinganykindofpartnershiporbondofalabornaturebetweenthein,Thus,

in  all  activities  stemming  from  the  present  MoU  and  from  subsequent  specific

action  plans,  the  parties  are  in  the  understanding  that,  in  all  cases,  employment

relationships   shall   remain   in   force   between  the   employing   institution   and   its

respective personnel.

6.   AUTONOMY:

s)    This  agreement  is  a  statement  of intentions  and  does  not  involve,  in  any  instance

whatsoever,anyfinancia]obligationsbetweenthesubscribinginstitutions.

7.   TERM:

t)    This  MOU  shall   be  effective  for  a  period  of  five  (5)  years  from  the  date  of

execution  of  this  agreement,  and  shaH   be  automatically  renewed  thereafter  for

another five  (5) years  unless a written notice to terminate or amend this agreement

is given to the other party six (6) months in advance.

u)   It is expressly agreed that neither party shall be liable for damages that they might

cause  each  other  as  a result of a forceful  suspension  of a collaboration  program.

Causesforforcefulsuspensionmustbeexplicitlysetforthjntheactionplans.

8.   CONFLICT RESOLUTION:

v)   Any dispute resulting from the interpretation or application of this Agreement shaH

be   settled   through   direct  negotiation   and   common   agreement  by  the  persons

delegated  to  such  end  by each  university / Institution.  Either party may propose to

theotheramodificatjonoftheAgreementatanytimeinwriting.

9.   ACTION PLANS:

w)  Every   work   program   or   specific   activity   that   is   agreed   upon   between   both

institutions   shall   be   defined  through   an   action  plan,  which   shaH   be   under  the

responsibility   of  two   individuals,   appointed   respectively   by   each   university  /

Institution.

Principal (PEN 470173)

Providence Women's Coll®8e
Kozhikode -673 009
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10. CONFIDENTIALITY:

x)   Each of the parties accepts and declares that every information from the other party is

of a confidential nature, is the exclusive property of the latter and has been or will be

disclosed to the former solely with the purpose of enabling the full  accomplishment

of the present Agreement.  For this  reason,  every  piece  of information  provided  by

one party to the  other before  signing this  Agreement and/or during  its  performance

must be kept confidential and therefore may not be disclosed to any third parties.

11. AMENDMENTS:

y)   The parties may amend or amplify this Agreement through agreements in writing to

that effect.  Said amendments or additions will be binding on the signatories as of the

date   of  their   signature.   The   parties   may   not   assign,   in   whole   or   in   part,   the

performance of the present MoU to any third party, except through prior and express

authorization in writing by both of them.

And since both parties are in agreement regarding the content of the present document, and

i:I,~=--`,:,bit;£°a:sen°fc°nf°rmlty9WesIgnltlntwocountexparts,bothofwhichwillbeconsidered

Dr.(Sr) Jaseena Joseph
Principal
Providence Women's College Calicut

Witnesses

Name of the Representative
Designation

Institution Naine CJL' pllJ" PETER A
A8sistant professo.    .

prov¥M¥:#£ynge

Dr.  Sr.  B.Velangihi     i*.

Principal

St. Pious X Degree & PG College, Hyderabad
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I             MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MoU)

ot.'L.v

Between

Providence Women's College CaLicut, Kerala

And

St. Mary's College, Thrissur, Kerala

DF    333430

5
a

a     This Agreement is made on  14/05/2022 between Providence Women's  College Calicut,

afflliated  to  University  of Calicut,  Kerala  (hereinafter referred to  as  "PWC")  as the

rirst  party  and    St.  Mary's  College,  Thrissur  affiliated  to  University  of  Calicut,

erala (hereinafter referred to as "SMC") as the second party.

Dt. Sr. ' a lose ph
470173)

Providence Women's CollB

DATE.......£0..9..MA.Y..-.2.9.S.?.
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PURPOSE

a        Whereas

'id'

DF    333431

a)    Aboutpwc

b)     PWC  is  desirous  to  associate  with  SMC  on  various  areas  as  discussed  in  the  -

H                 Purview of this MoU, which will be mutually beneficial to both organizations.

a       Whereas
c)     AboutsMC

d)     SMC  is  desirous  to  associate  with  PWC  on  various  areas  as  discussed  in  the

Purview of this MoU, which will be mutually beneficial to both organizations.

That, relying on the principle of good faith, by virtue of which they will carry out all

the possible actions for their due fulfillment,

And   relying   also  on  their  common  bonds  and   concerns,   they  state  their  interest   in

strengthening their relationships through academic cooperation,  and for this end they are

MA&#
ST. MARY'S`/.i.:J'..,.:,-;-#24,Dsrg-F!

i,J,,,..--_

I.',`Tr-............fl.....0.S"l.qffi!|
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NOW THEREFORE THIS MEMORANDUM 0F UNDERSTANDING WITNESSES

AS FOLLOWS

I.  OBJECTIVE:

e)   The parties agree that the objective of the present MoU is to establish a cooperation

program  in  order to  collaborate  towards the  formation  of students,  academies  and

researchers for the promotion and development of their respective areas of interest.

2.  METHOD FOR ACHIEVING THE OBJECTIVES:

I)    In   order   to   achieve   the   aforementioned   objec.tives,   both   parties,   in   mutual

agreement,  shall  develop  cooperation  programs  and  projects  that  will  specify the

commitments each of them is to make for the performance of said programs.

3.   AREAS OF CO-OPERATION:

g)   Whereas,  PWC  and  SMC  recognize  that  the  academic  collaboration  would  be  of

mutual  benefit  and  would  provide  strengths  in  research  and  education  and  their

mutual interest in engaging themselves in academic cooperation. As per the purpose

of the said agreement, the two parties shall :

i.       Jtesearc¢ Co//ciz)ore/I.o#s..  Faculty / Researchers / Students ofpwc and

SMC  can  collaborate  in  future  research  projects  that  either  involve

working   cooperatively   with   partner   institutions   and   /   or   cover   a

research   topic   with   national   /   international   component.    Activities

include, but are not  limited to, efforts toward developing proposals  for

collaborative    research,    co-authoring    publication,    conducting   joint

research projects, or establishing joint research centers etc.

Faculty Exchange with Partner Universities: Faourty members o£ PWC

and   SMC   can   travel   between   to   participate   in   activities   that   can

enhance  their  international  /  national  experience  and  knowledge  and

also to  foster relations between  the parties.   Activities  include,  but are

not   limited   to,   delivering   lectures,   teaching   a   course,   taking   a

sabbatical, acquiring skills for institutional governance and developing

vv¥



iii.

iv.

V.

Student  Exchange with  Partner  Institutions..  Stnderits can be  gjrven an

opportunity  to travel  among parties to  participate  in  activities / events

that will enhance their intercultural  experience and knowledge.

Promotion  Of integrated  studies for  related  studies:  The  perriros  Can

look  at  integrating  an  interdisciplinary  dimension  into  their teaching,

research,  and  service  functions  of the  university  which  would  enable

the students understanding on a wide perspective.

Cooperate  in the  exchange  of information relating to their activities in

teaching   and   research   in   fields   of  mutual   interests;   sharing   best

practices  adopted  by  each  parties;  sharing  of  e-content  between  the

parties; access to library and repository services, if possible.

Conduct  skill  enhancement  programmes,  participation  in  seminars  and

academic  meetings,  assistance  in  intemships  and  also  other  academic

activities the parties will find desirable.

4.   FUNDING:

h)   Expenses  for  airfare,  transportation,  room  and  board  and  personal  expenses  of

exchange students, teachers or officers shall be covered by each individual. Students

will pay their registration, courses or professional practices at their home university,

so that they can be recognized afterwards.

i)    Students,  interns  and  officers  shall  be  responsible  for  requesting  and  obtaining

lodging by  inquiring with the university, which shall provide every help necessary

for them to obtain  safe, convenient lodging arrangements.

j)    Financial expenses for (term visits) intemships of professors and researchers, which

will be arranged at the parties'  request, as well as travel expenses, shall be covered

by  the  requesting  institution.  No  fees  will  be  paid,  as  the  assumption  is  that  the

professors  /  researchers  remain  in  their  positions  at  their home  institution,  which

will continue to pay their salaries.

k)   Students,  professors  and  officers  must  acquire  a  medical  insurance  policy.  The

universities may offer them advice in seeking appropriate insurance.

f`,`,`;,J'r°VP_e_Tf,e_vy_om.e.n:s.fi{J_H:eg`e
Kozhikode -$73  009



5.   NO EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP:

I)    The  parties  agree  that  this  Agreement  shall  not  be  construed  in  any  manner  as

establishing any kind of partnership or bond of a labor nature between them. Thus,

in  all  activities  stemming  from  the  present  MoU  and  from  subsequent  specific

action  plans,  the  parties  are  in  the  understanding  that,  in  all  cases,  employment

relationships   shall   remain   in   force   between  the   employing   institution   and   its

respective personnel.

6.   AUTONOMY:

s)    This  agreement  is  a  statement  of intentions  and  does  not  involve,  in  any  instance

whatsoever, any financial obligations between the subscribing institutions.

7.   TERM:

t)    This  MOU  shall   be  effective  for  a  period  of  five  (5)  years  from  the  date  of

execution  of  this  agreement,  and  shall   be  automatically  renewed  thereafter  for

another five (5)  years unless a written  notice to terminate or amend this agreement

is given to the other party six (6) months in advance.

u)   It is expressly agreed that neither party shall be liable for damages that they might

cause  each  other as  a  result  of a forceful  suspension  of a collaboration  program.

Causes for forceful suspension must be explicitly set forth in the action plans.

8.   CONFLICT RESOLUTION:

v)   Any dispute resulting from the interpretation or application of this Agreement shall

be  settled  through  direct  negotiation  and  common   agreement  by  the  persons

delegated  to  such end by each university / Institution.  Either party may propose to

the other a modification of the Agreement at any time in writing.

9.   ACTION PLANS:

w)  Every   work   program   or   specific   activity   that   is   agreed   upon   between   both

institutions  shall  be  defined  through  an  action  plan,  which  shall  be  under  the

responsibility   of  t\ro   individuals,   appointed   respectively   by   each   university   /

Institution.                                                                                                          whe±E9=-

REH.i..,..-i.--i.i!.E

Dr.  Sr.  MAGIEJOSE
PRINclfIAL

ST.  MARY.S COLLEGE
THRISSuR-20



10. CONFIDENTIALITY:

x)   Each of the parties accepts and declares that every infomation from the other party is

of a confidential nature, is the exclusive property of the latter and has been or will be

disclosed to the former solely with the purpose of enabling the full  accomplishment

of the present  Agreement.  For this  reason,  every  piece  of information  provided by

one party to the other before signing this Agreement and/or during its performance

must be kept confidential and therefore may not be disclosed to any third parties.

11. AMENDMENTS:

y)   The parties may amend or amplify this Agreement through agreements in writing to

that effect.  Said amendments or additions will be binding on the signatories as of the

date  of  their  signature,   The  parties  may  not  assign,   in  whole  or  in  part,  the

performance of the present MoU to any third party, except through prior and express

authorization in writing by both of them.

And since both parties are in agreement regarding the content of the present document, and

as a token of conformity, we sign it in two counterparts, both of which will be considered

Principal

Providence Women's College Calicut

Designation

In stitution Name

X4V`tt   Bcy}ED

Witnesses

tlir'irffi
Dr. Sr.  Magie Jose

Principal

St. Mary's College, Thrissur

H_Bzi
Nane of the Representative
Designation

Institution Name
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MoU)

Between

Christ College Autonomous, Irinjalakuda, Kerala, India
And

Providence Women's College, Calicut, Kerala, India

This Agreement is --id: on the z&day of February 2022 between Christ College
Autonomous, Irinjalakuda, Kerala, India represented by its principal, Fr. Dr. Jolly
Andrews CMI (hereinafter refbrred to as "CCI") as the first party and Providencc
Women's College, Calicut, Kerala, India representecl by its principal, Sr. Dr.

Joseph (hereinafter ref'eryed to as "pwcc") as the second party.

Dt. Srllb{edna Joseph
Pri ncipal tPttrt cZOrzg )

Providence Women's Col legq
Kozhikode - 673 009

DB 01 1 848
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PURPOSE
t

Whereas
I ,) About CCI

b) ccl is desirous to associate with Pwcc on various areas as discussed in the| ' 
Purview of this MoU, wtricrr witt be mutually beneficial to both organizations.

fr Whereas
c) About PWCC

E d) Iwcc is desirous to associate with ccl on various areas as discussed in thePurview of this MoU, which will be mutually beneficial to both orgunirutior..
n

That, relying on the- principle of good faith, by virtue of which they will carry out all
p the possible actions for their due fulfillment,

And relying also on their common bonds and concerns, they state their interest in

g 
strengthening their relationships through academic cooperation, and for this end they are of
one accord in entering this MoU.

Dr. Sr. J{s$na Joseph
Principal\dEN 470173)

P rovidence ttomen,s Col lege
Kozhikode - 673 009
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NOW THEREFORE THIS MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITNESSES

AS FOLLOWS

1. OBJECTIVE:

e) The parties agree that the objective of the present MoU is to establish a cooperation

program in order to collaborate towards the formation of students, academics and

researchers for the promotion and development of their respective areas of interest.

METHOD FOR ACHIEVING THE OBJECTIVES:

f) In order to achieve the aforementioned objectives, both parlies, in mutual agreement,

shall develop cooperation programs and projects that will specify the commitments

each of them is to make for the performance of said programs.

AREAS OF CO.OPERATION:

g) Whereas, CCI and PWCC recognize that the academic collaboration would be of
mutual benefit and would provide strengths in research and education and their

mutual interest in ertgaging themselves in academic cooperation. As per the pllrpose

of the said agreement, the two parties shall:

i. Research Collaborations; Faculty / Researchers / Students of CCI and

PWCC can collaborate in future research projects that either involve

working cooperatively with partner institutions and / or cover a research

topic with an international component. Activities include, but are not

limited to, efforts toward developing proposals for collaborative

research, co-authoring publication, conducting joint research projects, or

establishing joint research centers etc.

ii. Faculty Exchunge with Partner LJniversities: Faculty members of CCI

and PWCC can travel between to participate in activities that can

enhance their international / national experience and knowledge and also

to foster relations between the parties. Activities include, but are not

limited to, delivering lectures, teaching a course, taking a sabbatical,

acquiring sliills for institutional governance and developing

collaborative research etc.

Dr. Sr. Joseph

3.

s,
)i^, Principal EN 470173)
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iii. Student Exchunge with Partner Llniversiries: Students can be given an

opportunity to travel among parties to participate in activities / events

that will euhance their international / intercultural experience ancl

knowledge.

iv. Promotion of integrated studies for related studies;The parlies can look

at integrating an international / intercultural dimension into their

teaching, research, and service functions of the university which would

enable the students understanding on a global perspective.

v' Cooperate in the exchange of information relating to their activities in
teaching and research in fields of mutual interests; sharing best practices

adopted by each parties; sharing ofe-content between the parties; access

to library and repository services, if possible.

vi. Conduct cultural projects, study tours, as mutually agreed in writing
between the parties prior to commencement of this activity.

4, FUNDING:

h) Expenses for airfare, transportation, room and board and personal expenses of
exchange students, teachers or officers shall be covered by each individual. Studelts
will pay their registration, courses or professional practices at their home university,
so that they can be recognized afterwards.

i) Students, interns and officers shall be responsible for requesting and obtainipg

lodging by inquiring with the university, which shall provide every help necessary

for them to obtain safb, convenient lodging arrangements.

j) Financial expenses for (term visits) internships of professors and researchers, which
will be arranged at the parties' request, as well as travel expenses, shall be covered

by the requesting institution. No fees will be paid, as the assumption is that the
professors / researchers remain in their positions at their home institution. which will
continue to pay their salaries.

k) Students, professors and officers must acquire a medical insurance policy. The
universities may offel them advice in seeking appropriate insurance,

Fr. Dr:. Jr-rll/ Ardrc.v,s
Assistant pro,fe:;r:or.
ln-cnarge of p.rnr:rral

Chrisl College (Auiononr )irS)
.\ tnnJatahuda

Dr. Sr. J na Joseph
PrincipalpEN 470173)

Providence Women's Col iege
l/--L:t-^ -r -
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NO EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP:

l) The parties agree that this Agreement shall not be construed in any manner as

establishing any kind of partnership or bond of a labor nature between them. Thus, in

all activities stemmitrg from the present MoU and from subsequent specific action

plans, the parties are in the understanding that, in all cases, employment relationships

shall remain in force between the employing institution and its respective personnel.

CREDITS / ACCREDITATION:

m) Credits and grades shall be awarded in accordance with the acadernic achievement

policies in force at the Institution / Host University / Government. However, the

home university / Institution reserves the right to accept or reject any accreditation

leading to an academic degree.

n) The Host University / lnstitution shall issue a certification recognizing the grades

obtained, as well as the hours invested or plojects/papers completed by the students.

RIGHTS AND DUTIES:

o) The host university / lnstitution is committed to counseling and supporting exchange

students through advice on academic and administrative procedures, as well as to

foster their integration, inviting and encouraging guest students to become involvecl

in student life.

p) The institutions shall act as facilitators, but they will have no obligation whatsoever

in terms of the actious, behaviors or financial aspects of the students / participants

involved in the exchange.

q) The students / parti<;ipants shall enjoy the same rights and privileges as regular

students / faculty, and shall observe the norms and rules of the Host University /

Institution and in the host country. Any violation of the laws of the receiving country

and / or the rules of the Host University / Institution by an exchange participant sliall

be grounds for the immediate termination of the privileges in the context of tliis
Agreement.

r) The host institution agrees to assist to provide boarding, lodging and necessities and

to provide work space, library and laboratory facilities as appropriate.

6.

7.

Fr. Ar. Jt:ity Ardrews
Assistanl Prole:sor-
ln-charge of p;r1r;s,r|

Ch,ist Co,leae (Autonornous)
tilntalakuoa

Dr. Sr. J Joseph' Principal (PEN 47OL73l
Providence Women's Col iege

l(nrhlkode - 673 00e
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8. AUTONOMY:

s) This agreement is a statement of intentions and does not involve, in any instance

whatsoever, any financial obligations between the subscribing institutions.

9. TERM:

0 This MOU shall be etTective for a period of five (5) years from the date of execution

of this agreement, and shall be automatically renewed thereafter for another five (5)

years unless a writteu notice to terminate or amend this agreement is given to the

other party six (6) months in advance.

u) It is expressly agreed that neither party shall be liable for damages that they might

cause each other as a result of a forceful suspension of a collaboration program.

Causes for forceful suspension must be explicitly set forth in the action plans.

10. CONFLICT RESOLUTION:

v) Any dispute resulting from the interpretation or application of tliis Agreernent shall

be settled through direct negotiation and common agreement by the persons

delegated to such end by each university / Institution. Either party may propose to the

other a modification of the Agreement at any tinre in writing.

11. ACTION PLANS:

w) Every work program or specific activity that is agreed upon between both institutions

shall be defined through an action plan, which shall be under the responsibility of
two individuals, appointed respectively by each university / Institution, and which

shall define the following aspects:

i. Foundations or considerations that warrant the plan for inter-institutional

collaboration;

ii. Objective of the action plan for inter-institutional collaboration;

iii. General conditions of the plan;

iv. Academic conditions of the plan;

v. Administrative and organizational conditions of the plan;

Joseph

Providence womenl; ;;, l:r"
KozhiL^.{- crn ^^,.

/*
vi. Duration of the protocol;



vii.

viii.

ix.

x.

xi.

xii.

-7-

Intellectual property;

Differences between the parties;

Development of the collaboration project;

Project and/or program to be carried out'

Financial budget;

Reference to the subject of medical insurance and information.

Providence Women,s Coliege

12. CONFIDENTIALITY:

x) Each of the parties accepts and declares that every information from the other party is

of a confidential nature, is the exclusive property of the latter and has been or will be

disclosed to the former solely with the purpose of enabling the full accomplishment of

the present Agreetnent. For this reason, every piece of infbrmation provided by one

party to the othel befbre signing this Agreement and/or during its performance must

be kept confidential and therefore may not be disclosed to any third parties.

13. AMENDMENTS:

y) The parties may amend or amplify this Agreement through agreements in writing to

that effect. Said amendments or additions will be binding on the signatories as of the

date of their signature. The parties may not assign, in whole or in part, the

performance of the present MoU to any third party, except through prior and express

authorization in writing by both of them.

Fr. Dr. J,tlly Andrc.ws
Assistant Pro'essor-
ln-charge of Pnncrual

Chnst Coilege (Autonomous)
lrin atakuda

(ozhikode - 672 Ofrs

ffi



And since both parties are in agreement

as a token of conformity, we sign it in
originals.

Principal
Fr. Dr. Jolly Andrews CMI
Christ College Autonomous,
Irinj alakuda, Kerala, India.

[-r' Lr'' 'ic;ir; 1 ':!;'
A -" l' ' il /''; r'r-

lnCft:i':li,Ot i' ' r'

Christ CollI l!: IAlrloir''rr'jds)
lnnj;iiak uda

Witnesses

Representative f the Xavier Board (Nationat/Boarcl Menrber)

-8-

regarding the content of the present document, and

two counterparts, both of which will be considered

Providence Women's College,
Calicut. Kerala, India.

Dr. Sr. Jaseena Joseph
Principal(PEN 470173)

Providence Women's Col lege
Xozhikode'673 001)

Name of the Representative , . .

p.:jg,t'io:, f; Ahy A*^llt
Institution Name . 

0

NdJ;J q"*,k't',*aviest Bo**'

Representative of XB Region (Region Nanre)

il:ff:!i'ii-\ix'.')* 
" o' {} fr" t( 4

Institution Namex;"'"4'J, l fidl,* eaJ,^,
l1*"G {1/'{fT (*A,-

Name of ln-Charge Academic Collaborations
Designation fl55i:lan I fyfio5So/
Providence Women's College 

v

,b ls, G,t P^*,,n/
Nam6 of In-Charge Acadernit

6n f^i^, ' -n/,n+nl,
llaborations

v
5r' hr{^ -1h""^4,/)r"*yfi*

,ry;
Designation
Christ College Autonomous

Sr. Dr. Jaseena Joseph

-rq
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Providence Women's College Calicut,Kerala

And£
St.Teresa's College (autonomous) nmakulam,Kerala

a  This   Agreement   is   made   on   the   |tljh   day   of  Month   Year   between   Providence
Women'sCo]]ege Ca[icut, affiliated to Calicut University Kerala thereinalier referred to

8  as  "PWC")  as  the  first  party  and  St.Teresa's  College  (autonomous)  Emakulam,

`q`affliatedtoMahatmaGandhiuniversityKerala(hereinafterrefeITedtoas"STCEKM|-i
party.                         "rg-:..7:i;`,Ti~(.,.`)LLtiiEAu

e second

i~ .r=    i;`t,` `  )  ,rn, e  r  I  .  I      f. `'  ;  i  I  'f  ` ,`  j   I.` I

Ouae4?9Y    tB-,-\
18t,¢,onzL      a        i:i-i

;,,`r\£,gt1AN
•.   `,.i"p  .v,erdo

.i  ).,.  t   ,  (      A  i`^

.r,-\.?rrTTT,~i,::::+3_i.I::-f`j~_``~-+i-I:
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Whereas
a          a)Aboutpwc

i

a

n

E

``

5

DM    085410

b)   PWC is desirous to associate with STC on various areas as discussed in the Purview

of this MoU, which will be mutually beneficial to both organizations.

Whereas

c)    St. Teresa's college established in the year 1925 at Kochi is historically placed as the

first  aided  college  for  women   in   Kerala.   It  is  a   minority  institution   run   by  the

Carmelite Sisters of St. Teresa. Our foundress Mother Teresa of St. Rose of Lima was

a  visionary  who  firmly  believed  that  education  is  the  most  powerful  weapon  for

empowering women  and transforming society and  it was with this mission that St.

Teresa's College was established in  Kochi.   As one of the premier institutions in the

domain  of  higher  education  in  India,  St.  Teresa's  College,  ranked  45  by  NIRF  and

accredited with A++ by the National Assessment and Accreditation council (NAAC).

!-++

iiH.iiEEfiitHifla Joseph

:el,::-:,,,L#;;:``,f:-:i-1-``-=|Ov.i¢€n£€WonRei-,.ScollL+;,`<
I..,, rt,hi,od,,  .  6,:,  00:i    i.,,:i

FT-`.*grse:`r`._`-`-f!  i,>



Thecollegehasovertheyearsbeeninspiringyoungmindsaimedatenhancingtheir
leadership  skills  and  career prospects,  incorporating  young  women from different
strata  of the  society  to  be  effective  partakers  in  the  nation  building  pl.ocess.  At

present  the  college  has  4500  students  220  teaching  faculty  and  80  non-teaching
staff. We have 25 departments, 7 research centres. We offer 66 programmes in arts,
science,  commerce and management streams.The  college address is Emakulan -
Park    Avenue    Road,    682011,    Kerala,    India    and    the    college    website    is

_~.teresas.ac._ip.
d)STCisdesiroustoassociatewithPWConvariousareasasdiscussedinthePurview

ofthisMoU,whichwillbemutuallybeneficialtobothorganizations.

That.relyingontheprincipLeofgoodfaith,byvirtue.ofwhichtheywincarryoutan

the possible actions for their due fulfillment,

iind  relying  also  on  their  common  bonds   and  concerns,  they   state  their  interest   in

strengtheningtheirreLationshipsthroughacademiccooperation,andforthisendtheyareof

one accord in entering this MoU.

NOW THEREFORE THIS MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITNESSES

AS FOLLOWS

I.  oEuncTlvE:
e)ThepartiesagreethattheobjectiveofthepresentMoUistoestablishacooperation

progran in order to  collaborate  towards the  formation of students,  academics  and

researchersforthepromotionanddevelopmentoftheirrespectiveareasof interest.

2.  METHOD FOR ACHIEVING THE OBJECTIVES:

DInordertoachievetheaforementionedobjectives,bothparties,inmutualagreement,
shall develop cooperation programs and projects that will specify the corrmitments

eachofthemistomakefortheperformanceofsaidprograms.

3.   AREAS OF CO-OPERATION:

g)   Whereas,  PWC  and  STC  recognize  that  the  academic  collaboration  would  be  of
mutul  benefit  and  would  provide  strengths  in  research  and  education  and  their

mutual interest in engaging themselves in academic cooperation. As per the purpose

of the said agreement, the two parties shall:

i.       j{esearcfr  Cot/aboraJ!.ons..  Faculty  / Researchers  /  Students  of PWC  and
STCcancollaborateinfutureresearchprojectsthateitherinvolveworking
cooperativelywithpartnerinstitutionsand/orcoveraresearchtopicwith
national / international component.  Activities include, but are not limited



to,  efforts  toward  developing  proposals  for  collaborative  research,  co-
authoring  publication,  conducting joint  research projects,  or establishing

joint research centers etc.
ti\.       Faculty  Exchange  with  Partner  Universities:  Faourty  members  o£ PWC

and  STC  can travel  between to  participate  in activities that can enhance
their international / national experience and knowledge and also to foster
relations  between  the  parties.   Activities  include,  but  are  not  limited  to,
delivering lectures, teaching a course, taking a sabbatical, acquiring skills
for institutional governance and developing collaborative research etc.

±Li.       Student  Exchange  with  Partner  Institutions:  Srfudents  can  be  gjrven  an
opportunity to travel among parties to participate in activities / events that
will enhance their intercultural experience and knowledge.

•IV.       Promotion of integrated studies f tor related studies: T:he pautjies carL\ock at

integrating  an  interdisciplinary  dimension  into  their  teaching,  research,
and  service  functions  of the  university which  would enable  the  students
understanding on a wide perspective.

v.       Cooperate  in  the  exchange  of information  relating  to  their  activities  in
teaching and research in fields of mutual  interests;  sharing best practices
adopted by each parties; sharing of e-content between the parties; access to
library and repository services, if possible.

v7..       Conduct  skill  enhancement  programmes,  participation  in  seminars  and
academic  meetings.   assistance  in  intemships  and  also  other  academic
activities the parties will find desirable.

4.   FUNDING:

h)   Expenses  for  airfare,  transportation,  room  and  board  and  personal  expenses  of

exchange students, teachers or officers shall be covered by each individual. Students

will pay their registration, courses or professional practices at their home university,

so that they can be recognized afterwards.

i)    Students,  interns  and  officers  shall  be  responsible  for  requesting  and  obtaining

lodging by inquiring with the university,  which shall provide every help  necessary

for them to obtain safe, convenient lodging arrangements.

j)    Financial expenses for (term visits) intemships of professors and researchers, which

will be arranged at the parties'  request, as well as travel expenses, shall be covered

by  the  requesting  institution.  No  fees  will  be  paid,  as  the  assumption  is  that  the

professors / researchers remain in their positions at their home institution, which will

continue to pay their salaries.

k)   Students,  professors  and  officers  must  acquire  a  medical  insurance  policy.  The

universities may offer them advice in seeking appropriate insurance.



5.   NO EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP:

I)    The  parties  agree  that  this  Agreement  shall  not  be  construed  in  any  manner  as

establishing any kind of partnership or bond of a labor nature between them. Thus, in

all  activities  stemming  from the  present MoU  and  from  subsequent specific action

plans, the parties are in the understanding that, in all cases, employment relationships

shall remain in force between the employing institution and its respective personnel.

6.  AUTONour:
s)   This  agreement  is  a  statement  of intentions  and  does  not  involve,  in  any  instance

whatsoever, any financial obligations between the subscribing institutions.

7.   TERN:

t)    This MOU shall be effective for a period of five (5) years from the date of execution

of this agreement, and shall be automatically renewed thereafter for another five (5)

years unless a written  notice to terminate  or amend this agreement  is  given to the

other party six (6) months in advance.

u)   It is expressly agreed that neither party shall be liable for damages that they might

cause  each other as  a result of a  forceful  suspension  of a collaboration program.

Causes for forceful suspension must be explicitly set forth in the action plans.

8.   CONFLICT RESOLUTION:

v)   Any dispute resulting from the interpretation or application of this Agreement shall

be  settled  through  direct  negotiation  and  common  agreement  by  the  persons

delegated to such end by each university / Institution. Either party may propose to the

other a modification of the Agreement at any time in whting.

9.   ACTION PLANS:

w)  Every work program or specifro activity that is agreed upon between both institutions

shall  be  defined through an action plan  which shall  be  under the responsibility of

two individuals, appointed respectively by each university / Institution.

10. CONFIDENTIALITY :

x)   Each of the parties accepts and declares that every infomation from the other party is

of a confidential nature, is the exclusive property of the latter and has been or will be



disclosed to the fomer solely with the purpose of enabling the full accomplishment of

the present Agreement.  For this reason, every piece of information provided by one

party to the other before signing this Agreement and/or during its perfomance must

be kept confidential and therefore may not be disclosed to any third parties.

11. AMENDMENTS:

y)   The parties may amend or amplify this Agreement through agreements in writing to

that effect.  Said alnendments or additions will be binding on the signatories as of the

date   of  their  signature.   The  parties  may  not  assign,   in  whole   or   in  part,   the

performance of the present MoU to any third party, except through prior and express

authorization in writing by both of them.

And since both parties are in agreement regarding the content of the present document, and

as a token of confomity, we sign it in two counterparts, both of which will be considered

originals.

Iit.(Sr).Jaseena Joseph
Principal
Providence Women's College Calicut

Winesses

Name of the Representative
Designation
Institution Name

+REF

Dr. Lizzy Mathew
Principal
St.Teresa' s College(autonomous) Emakulam
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MoU)

Between

Providence Women's College Calicut, Kerala

And

a                 Assumption college (Autonomous), Changanacherry, Kerala

This  Agreement  is made  on  14/05/2022 between  Providence  Women's  College  Calicut,

afriliated to University of Calicut, Kerala (hereinafter referred to as "PWC") as the first

B  party   and       Assumption    College   (Autonomous),   Changanacherry   affiliated   to
ahatma  Gandhi University, Kottayam, Kerala ®ereinafter referred to as "ACA") as
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I    Whereas

DE    611728

a)      Aboutpwc

b)      Pwc is desirous to associate with ACA,on various areas as discussed in the

I          Purview of this MoU, which will be mutually beneficial to both organizations.

Whereas

c)      AboutACA

d)       ACA  is  desirous  to  associate  with  PWC  on  various  areas  as  discussed  in  the

Purview of this MoU, which will be mutually beneficial to both organizations.

That, relying on the principle of good faith, by virtue of whicli they will carry out all

the possible actions for tl]eir due fulfillment,

And   relying   also   on   their  common   bonds   and   concerns,   they   state  their   interest   in

ngthening their relationships through  academic cooperation, and  for this  end  they are

ne accord in entering this

principal (

MoU.

a Joseph
470173)

SOL D TO ..........,. „-:     ,-.
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NOWTHEREFORETHISMEMORANDUMOFUNDERSTANDINGWITNESSES

AS FOLLOWS

1.  OBJECTIVE:

e)    The parties agree that the objective of the present MoU is to establish a cooperation

program  in  order to  collaborate  towards  the  formation  of students,  academics  and

researchersforthepromotionanddevelopmentoftheirrespectiveareasof interest.

2.  METHOD FOR ACHIEVING TIIE OBJECTIVEsr

0    ln   order   to   achieve   the   aforementioned   objectives,   both   parties,   in   mutual

agreement,  shall  develop  cooperation  programs  and  projects  that  will  specify the

commitmentseachofthemistomakefortheperformanceofsaidprograns.

3.   AREAS OF CO-OPERATION:

g)   Whereas,  PWC  and  ACA  recognize that the  academic  collaboration  would  be  of

mutual  benefit  and  would  provide  strengths  in  research  and  education  and  their

mutualinterestinengagingthemselvesinacademiccooperation.Asperthepurpose

of the said agreement, the two parties shall:

i.       J{esearch co//aGo".o%f.. Faculty / Researchers / Students ofpwc and

ACA  can  collaborate  in  future  research  projects  that  either  involve

working   cooperatively   with   partner   institutions   and   /   or   cover   a

research   topic   with   national   /   intemational   component.    Activities

include,  but al.e not limited to,  efforts toward developing proposals  for

collaborative   research,    co-authoring   publication,    conducting   joint

research projects, or establishingjoint research centers etc.
•ti`.       Faculty Exchange with partner universities.. Faculty merhoers o£PWC

and   ACA   can   travel   between   to   participate   in   activities   that   can

enhance  their  intemational  /  national  experience  and  knowledge  and

also  to  foster relations  between  the parties.   Activities  include,  but are

not    limited   to,    delivering   lectures,    teaching   a   course,    taking   a

sabbatical,  acquiring skills for institutional governance and developing

collaborative research etc.

Providence Women's College
Kozhikode -67`.  .r}€a
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iii.

iv.

Student Exchange with Partner Institutions..  Stuldeuts can be give;[\ an

opportunity to travel among parties to participate in activities / events

that will enhance their intercultural experience and knowledge.

Promotion  Of integrated  studies for  related  studies:  The pe.rires  can

look  at  integrating  an  interdisciplinary  dimension  into  their teaching,

research,  and  service  functions  of the university which  would  enable

the students understanding on a wide perspective.

v.       Cooperate  in the  exchange  of information relating to their activities  in

teaching   and   research   in   fields   of   mutual   interests;   sharing   best

practices  adopted  by  each  parties;  sharing  of  e-content  between  the

parties; access to library and repository services, if possible.

vj..       Conduct skill  enhancement programmes, participation  in seminars and

academic  meetings,  assistance  in  intemships  and  also  other  academic

activities the parties will find desirable.

4.   FUNDING:

h)   Expenses  for  airfare,  transportation,  room  and  board  and  personal  expenses  of

exchange students, teachers or officers shall be covered by each individual. Students

will pay their registration, courses or professional practices at their home university,

so that they can be recognized afterwards.

i)    Students,  interns  and  officers  shall  be  responsible  for  requesting  and  obtaining

lodging by inquiring with the university, which shall provide every help necessary

for them to obtain safe, convenient lodging arrangements.

j)    Financial expenses for (term visits) intemships of professors and researchers, which

will be arranged at the parties'  request, as well as travel expenses,  shall be covered

by  the  requesting  institution.  No  fees  will  be  paid,  as  the  assumption  is  that  the

professors  / researchers  remain  in  their positions  at  their  home  institution,  which

will continue to pay their salaries.

k)   Students,  professors  and  officers  must  acquire  a  medical   insurance  policy.  The

universities may offer them advice in seeking appropriate insurance.

•.!T:
ro`Jidence Women's College

I(czhikode -673 009



5.   NO EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP:

I)    The  parties  agree  that  this  Agreement  shaH  not  be  construed  in  any  manner  as

establishinganykindofpartnershiporbondofalabornaturebetweenthein.Thus,

in  all  activities  stemming  from  the  present  MoU  and  from  subsequent  specific

action  plans,  the  parties  are  in  the  understanding  that,  in  all  cases,  employment

relationships   shall   remain   in   force   between   the   employing   institution   and   its

respective personnel.

6.   AUTONOMY:

s)    This  agreement  is  a  statemelit of intentions  and  does  not  involve,  in  any  instance

whatsoever,anyfinancialobligationsbetweenthesubscribinginstitutions.

7.   TERM:

t)    This  MOU  shall  be  effective  for  a  period  of  five  (5)  years  from  the  date  of

execution  of this  agreement,  and  shall  be  automatically  renewed  thereafter  for

anotherfive(5)yearsunlessawrittennoticetoterminateoramend1:hisagreement

isgiventotheotherpartysix(6)monthsinadvance.

u)Itisexpresslyagreedthatneitherpartyshallbeliablefordamagesthattheymight

cause  each  other as  a result  of a  forceful  suspension  of a  collaboration  program.

Causes for forceful

8.   CONFLICT RESOLUTION:

v)AnydisputeresultingfromtheinterpretationorapplicationofthisAgreementshaH

be  settled  through   direct  negotiation  and   common   agreemelit  by  the  persons

delegatedtosuchendbyeachuniversity/Institution.Eitherpartymayproposeto

theo-theramodificationoftheAgreementatanytimeinwriting.

9.   ACTION PLANS:

w)  Every   work   program   or   specific   activity   that   is   agreed   upon   between   both

institutions  shall  be  defined  through  an  action  plan,  which  shall  be  under  the

responsibility   of  two   individuals,   appointed   respectively   by   each   university   /

Institution.

suspension must be explicitly set forth in the action plans.

ovidence Women's Coll©g6
Kozhikode -673 fjog



10. CONFIDENTIALITY:

x)   Each of the parties accepts and declares that every information from the other party is

of a confidential nature, is the exclusive property of the latter and has been or will be

disclosed to the former solely with the purpose of enabling the  full  accomplishment

of the present Agreement.  For this  reason,  every  piece of information  provided  by

one party to the other before  signing this  Agreement and/or during  its performance

must be kept confidential and therefore may not be disclosed to any third parties.

I I. AMENDMENTS:

y)   The parties may amend or alnplify this Agreement through agreements in writing to

that effect.  Said amendments or additions will be binding on the signatories as of the

date   of  their   signature.   The   parties   may   not   assign,   in   whole   or   in   part,   the

performance of the present MoU to any third party, except through prior and express

authorization in writing by both of them.

And since both parties are in agreement regarding the content of the present document, and

as a token of conformity,  we sign  it  in two counterparts,  both  of which will  be considered

Principal
Providen.ce Women's College Calicut

Witnesses

Name of the Representative
Designation

Institution Name    p#BTER +`

Assi.twmw~  .
T-oo;]T.mentOfBotany

p ,.--,,-, omer      ,`,ilJe
Kofi I,f`ode-673 lio9

L-

T`--`j,`-=i:--
Assumption College  (Autonomous)
Changanacheny

Name of the Representative
Designation

Institution Name
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PURPOSE

Whereas

a) MAR GREGORIOS COLf,EGE OF ARTS & SCIENCE is a model

Christian rnilority educational institution established in the city of Chennai with

an eight-acre campus named after Most Rev. BENEDICT MARGREGOzuOS,

LATE ARCHBISHOP of Thiruvananthapuram Arch Diocese rnanaged by the

Malankara Syrian Catholic Management (MSCM).This management has

rendered a remarkable service in the field of Medicine, Engineering, School and

Collegiate Education all over India sincel930.MGC offers 12 UG Programs

and 3PG Programs in shift I and 6 UG Programs in Shift II.

b) MGC is desirous to associate with PWC on various areas as discussed in the

purview of this lVIoU, which will be mutually beneficial to both organizations.

Whereas

c) providence Women's College. Calicut. Kerala. loundcd by thc sisters of Apostolic

Carmel canre into being on lst .tul1. 1952. It rtas the sacred missiott of \4other

Veropica tfic fbuntiress of the congrcgation ro traill )'oung \Yonlc!1 tho hiC

enrbraced religious lile and send thcnr lar anti r.r,itje ott \ocalions of scrvicc to thc

. contmunity-. Plovidence Wornen's College rvas the resrtlt o1'the eftbrts of such a

I .o**itted group- hcacled b1'Mother Gabriellc- tvlro became the Founcler Principal.

This r.ras a c-{rcaur come lruc'i-rr the )i{'unB \\i}!'l}rll ir, 'ite Valatlar rcgitl;l tr'}ttt ltird 1.r

otherr.vise go,as lar as h'Iangak:1s ol' h4rrdras in search o{'a r'vomen's coilege. 'Ihus

this cullege opened a new chaprer in the annals ol'Malabar. as its first r'tcrlllrll'S

college. The college is registeled undel rhe Apostolic Carmel Fl'lucation Societ". S

No.4 of 1957. Calicut. The Managing Governing Body incltttles the Pt'ovitrcial

Superior. Educational Secretary. the Principal. the Locai Mauager, a representaiive

of the maltagcment aud a rcligious staff norninatecl by rhe Pror,incial Supcrior.

d) PWC is desirous to associate with MGC on various areas as discussed in the

purview of this MoU, which will be mutually beneficial to both organizations.

That, relying on the principle of good faith, by virtue of which they will carry out all

the possible actiorl$or'their due fulfillment,
(
o,fi,L_'J+* Page 2of 8

Dr.M.Sivdrajan
Principal

Mar Gregorios College of Arts & Science,
Chennai, Tamil Nadu,India.

0r. M. SIVAMJAN M s.n., M Phii r{.A., M Phil.' Ph.D.'

Principal

MAR GREGOR:,]S COLLEGE OF ANT': & SCIENCE

MOGAPPAIIi WEST, CHEI{NAI - :C0 037.

Calicat, Kerala,India.
Pnncipal

Providence Wornen's Col lege

Kozhikode -673009ffi
Dr.Sr



1.

2.

And relying also on their common bonds and concems, they state their interest in

strengthening their relationships through academic cooperation, and for this end they are of

one accord in entering this MoU.

NOW THBREFORE THIS MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITNESSES

AS FOLLOWS

OBJECTIVE:

e) The parties agree that the objective of the present MoU is to establish a cooperation

program in order to collaborate towards the formation of students, academics and

researchers for the promotion and development of the iruespective areas of interest.

METHOD FOR ACHIEVING THE OBJECTIVES:

D In order to achieve the aforementioned objectives, both parties, in mutual

agreement, shal.l develop cooperation programs and projects that will specifiu the

, 
commitments each of them is to make for the performance of said programs.

3. AREAS OF CO-OPERATION:

g) Whereas, MGC and PWC recognize that the academic collaboration would be of

mutual benefit and would provide strengths in research and education and their

mutual interest in engaging themselves in academic cooperation. As per the pulpose

' of the said agreement, the two parties shall:

.' i. Research Collaboralions: Faculti' / Researi:hers / Students c'f PWC arrd

MGC can c,ollaborate in future iesearch projects that either involve r'vorking

cooperatively with partner institutions and i or cover a research topic rvith an

international component. Activities include, bnt are not limited to, eftbrts

toward developing proposals tbr collaborative research co-authoring

publication, conducting joint research projects, or establishing joint research

centers etc.

ii. Faculty Exchange with Partner (Jniversifies: Faculty members of PWC and

MGC can travel between to participate in activities that can enhance their

international / national experience and knowledge and also to foster relations

between the parties. Activities include, but are not limited to, delivering

lectures, teaching a course, taking a sabbatical, acquiring skills for

Dr.M.Sivarajan Dr.Sr.Jaseenri $oseph
Principal Princifdl

Mar Gregorios College of Arts & Science,
Chennai, Tamil Nadu,India.

Dr. M. SIVAMJAN rd e n 
' 
iil phil 

' 
M'A' M'Phil" Ph'o"

Princioal

MAR GREG0F'I0s coi-Lide or nRTs-& sPiENcE

"^" trdoiipnlnwEST' oHENMI- eco 037' 
-1

lool'

Providence Wonteu's College ,

Cal icat, Kerala,India.

Prtncipal
Provldence Wonren's Col legt

Kozhikode - 673 009R\
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institutional governance and developing collaborative research etc.

Student Exchange with Partner (lniversifles: Students can be given an

opportunity to travel among pafiies to participate in activities i events that

will enhance their international i intercultural experience and knowledge'

Promotion of integrated studies for related studies; The parties can look at

integrating an international / intercultural dimension into their teaching,

research and service functions of the university which would enable the

students understanding on a global perspective.

Cooperate in the exchange of information relating to their activities in

teaching and research in fields of mutual interests; sharing best practices

adopted by each parties; sharing of e-content between the parlies; access to

library and repository services, if possible.

vi. Conduqt cultural projects, study tours, as mutually agreed in writing between

the parties prior to commencement of this activity.

FUNDING:

h) Expenses for airfare, transportation, room and boald and personal expenses of

exchange stuclents, teachers or offrcers shall be covered by each individtlal. Studet'rts

will pay their registration, courses or professional practices at their home university.

so that they can be recognized afterwards.

0 Stu<lents. iliterns rnd officer:s shall b,: responsibl" ior requesting anC obtainirig

lodging by inquiring rvith the university, which shall provide every help necessarl'

for them to obtain safe, cottvenient lodging anangements.

j) Financial expenses for (term visits) internships of professors and researchers, which

will be arranged at the parties' request, as well as travel expenses, shall be covered

by the requesting institution. No fees will be paid, as tlte assumption is that tire

professors/ researchers remain in their positions at their home institution. which will

continue to pay their salaries.

k) Students, professors and officers must acquire a medical insurance policy. The

universities may offer them advice in seeking appropriate insurance.

w
Dr.M.Sivarajan

Principal
Mar Gregorios College of Arts & Science,

Chennai, TamiI Nadu,India.

111.

lv.

v.

4.
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PrincipVl
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Principal
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NO EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP:

1) The parties agree that this Agreement shall not be construed in any manner as

establishing any kind of partnership or bond of a labor nature between them. Thus,

in all activities stemming from the present MoU and from subsequent specific action

plans, the parties ate in the understanding that, in all cases, employment

relationships shall remain in force between the employing institution and its

respective personnel.

CREDITS / ACCREDITATION:

m) Credits and grades shall be awarded in accordance with the academic achievement

policies in force at the Institution / Host University / Government. However, the

home university/Institution reserves the right to accept or reject any accreditation

leading to an academic degree.

n) The Host UniVersity / Institution shall issue a certification recognizing the grades

obtained, as well as the hours invested or projects/papers completed by the students.

RIGHTS AND DUTIES:

o) The host university / Institution is committed to counseling and supporling exchange

students through advice on academic and administrative procedures, as well as to

foster their integration, inviting and encouraging guest students to become involved

in student life.

p) The institutions shall act as tacilitators. bu1 they will have no obligation r.r,hatsoever

in terms of the actions, behaviors or financial aspects of the students / participants

involved in the exchange.

q) The students/participants shall enjoy the same riglrts and privileges as

regularstudents/ faculty and shall observe the norms and rules of the Host University

/ Institution and in the host country. Any violation of the laws of the receiving

country and I or the rules of the Host University i Institution by an exchange

participant shall be grounds for the immediate termination of the privileges in the

context of this Agreement t
f r) The host institution agrees to assist to provide boarding, lodging and ngcessities and

Wlf or.ru.(iruru3u,, 
Page5or8 
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Mar Gregorios College of Arts & Science,
Chennai, Tamil Nadu,India.

Dr. M. SIVARAJAII N.g.n.' u.pnit., M.A' M'Phil', Ph'D'. ,,
Principal {"a

MAR GREG0Ri0s corridior nRTs & sclENcE /d'b;
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to provide work space, library and laboratory facilities as appropriate.

8. AUTONOMY:

s) This agteement is a statement of intentions and does not involve, in any instance

whatsoever. any financial obligations between the subscribing institutions'

9. TERM:

0 This MOU shall be effective for a period of five (5) years from the date of execution

of this agreement, and shall be automatically renewed thereafter fbr another five (5)

years unless a written notice to terminate or amend this agreement is given to the

other party six (6) months in advance.

u) It is expressly agreed that neither party shall be liable for damages that they miglrt

cause each other as- a result of a forceful suspension of a collaboration program.

Causes for forceful suspension must be explicitly set forth in the action plans.

10. CONFLICT RESOLUTION:

,) ary dispute resulting from the interpretation or application of this Agreement shall

be settle<l through direct negotiation and common agreement by the persons

delegated to such end by each university / Institution. Either parly may propose to

the other a modification of the Agreement at any time in writing.

11. ACTION PLANS:
i

w) Every work progiam or specific acrrvil-y that is agreed upon between boih

institutions shall be defined through zul action plan, rvhich shall be under the

responsibility of two individuals, appointed respectively b), each university' /

Institution, and which shall define the following aspects:

. i. Foundations or considerations that r,varrant the plan for inter-institutional

collaboration:

Objective of the action plan for inter-institutional collaboration;

General conditions of the plan;

Academic conditions of the plan;

Administrative and organizational conditions of the plan;

frv Duration of the protocol;
Page 6of 8
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Dr.Sr.iaseen{ Jpseph
PrincipYl

Providence Women's College,
Calicat, Kerala,India.

Dr.M.Sivarajan
Principal

Mal Gregorios College of Arts & Science,
Chennai, Tamil Nadu,lndia.
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vii. intellectual property;

viii. Differences between the parties:

ix. Development of the collaboration project;

x. Project and/or program to be carried out'

xi. Financial budget;

xtt. Reference to the subject of medical insurance and informirtion.

12. CONFIDENTIALITY:

x) Each of the parlies accepts and declares that every information from the other party

is of a confidential nature, is the exclusive property of the latter and has been or will

be disclosed to the fotmer solely w-ith the purpose of enabling the full

accomplishment of the present Agreement. For this reason, every piece of
information provided by one party to the other before signing this Agreement and/or

during its perfdrmance must be kept confidential and therefore may not be disclosed

to any third parlies.
1'
i

13. AMENDMENTS:

y) The parlies may amend or ampli$, this Agreement through agreements in writing to

that effect.Saidamendmentsoradditionswillbebindingonthesignatoriesasofthedateof

;' their signature. The parties may not assign, in whole or in part, the performance of

,/' the present h4oU to anv third pafiy, except through prior and express authorization in

writing by both of them and since both parlies are in agreement regarding the content

of the present document, and as a token of conformity, we sign it in tw.o

counterparts, both of which will be considered originals.

Page 7of8

Dr.Sr.Jasee

Providence Women's College,
Cal icat, Kerala,Indi a.

Dr.M.Sivarajan
Principal

Mar Gregorios College of Arts & Science,
Chennai, Tamil Nadu,India.

Dr. M. SIVAMJAN nri.s.a., tul
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++'l-
Dr.lzl Sivar:ajan
Principal
Mar Gregorios College of,Arts &Science
Chennai-60003 7,Tamil Nadu, India.

Representative of rhe XavierBoard
(National/Board Member)
Name of the Representative
Designation
Institution Name

I

Assistant *ofessor
Mar Gregorios College of Arts &Science
Chennai,Tamil Nadu, India

Dr. Sr. Jase
Principal
Providence Women's College
Calicat, Kozhikode - 673Q09

Kerala,India.

i*iar Gresori *:#fijilln, * science

-\ Mogap;,;,r ,rJest, 
Chennai_37.

b/
Dr. Sr. Asha Thomas
ProvidenceWomen' sCollege
Calicat, Kozhikode
Kerala, India.

Providence Women's College,
Cal icat, Kerala,India.

Witnesses
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Principal

Mar Gregorios College of Arts & Science,
Chennai, Tamil Nadu, [ndia.

0r. M. SMAMJAN M.B.A., M.phit., M.A. M.
princioal
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Providence Wornen's Co I lege
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Dr.Sr.Jaseena Joseph
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Representative of XB
(Region Name) "lla^l
Name of the Representative
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MoU)

Between

Providence Women's College Calicut, Kerala

, And

,. Deva Matha College, Kuravilangad

This Agreement is made on 1410512022 between Providence Women's College Calicut,

affiliated to University of Calicut, Kerala (hereinafter referred to as "PWC") as the first

party and Deva Matha College, Kuravilangad affiliated to Mahatma Gandhi*trffi\
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University, Kottayam, Kerala (hereinafter referred to as "DMC") as the second
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PrincipalMn +rorzr)
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Ge(@o &rm KERALA DF 333421

PURPOSE

Whereas
i

a) About PWC

b) PWC is desiror"rs to associate with DMC on various areas as discussed in the

Purview of this MoU, rvhich ri,ill be mutually beneficial to both organizations.

\\'hereas

c) About DMC

d) DMC is desirous to associate with PWC on various areas as discussed in the

Purview of this MoU, which will be mutuall,v beneficial to both organizations.

That, relying on the principle of good faith, by virtue of which they rvill carry out all

the possible actions for their due fulfillment,

And relying also on thejr common bonds and concerns, they state their i

&H6)

DRE
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strengthening their relationships through academic goeperation, and for this

rof one accord in enterins this MoU. i pi
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NOW THEREFORE THIS MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITNESSES
AS FOLLOWS

1. OBJECTIVE:

e) The parties agree that the objective of the present MoU is to establish a cooperation

program in order to collaborate towards the formation of students, academics and

researchers for the promotion and development of their respective areas of interest.

2. METHOD FOR ACHIEVING THE OBJECTIVES:

f) In order to achieve the aforementioned objectives, both parties, in mutual

agreement, shall.{.evelop cooperation programs and projects that will specify the

commitments eTch of them is to make for the performance of said programs.

3. AREAS Or CO.6TERATION:

p Whereas, PWC and DMC recognize that the academic collaboration would be of
I mutual benefit and would provide strengths in research and education and their
I

1 mutual interest in engaging themselves in academic cooperation. As per the purpose

i of the said agreement, the two parties shall:

i. Research Collaborarions; Facurty / Researchers / Students of pwc and

DMC can collaborate in future research projects that either involve

working cooperatively with partner institutions and I or cover a

research topic with national / international component. Activities

include, but are not limited to, elforts toward developing proposals for

collaborative research, co-authoring publication, conducting joint
' research projects, or establishingjoint research centers etc.

ii. Faculrr- Exchange with Partner Lrniversities..Faculty members of pwc
and DMC can travel between to participate in activities that can

enhance their international / national experience and knowledge ancl

also to fbster relations between the parties. Activities include, but are

not limited to, delivering lectures, teaching a course. taking a
/

sabbaticaV acquiring skills for institutional governanc e and develop)

collp,borative research etc.
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student Exchange with partner Institutions.. Students can be given an

oppofiunity to travel among par-ties to parlicipate in activities / events

that will enhance their intercultural experience and knowledge.

Promotion of integrured stutlies for relatecl stuclie.s; 'rhe parties ca.r

look at integrating an interdisciplinary dimension into their teaching,

research, and service functions of the universit}, which would enable

the students understanding on a wide perspective.

cooperate jn the exchange of information relating to their activities in
teachiffi and research in fields of mutual interests; sharing best
practices adopted by each parties; sharing of e-content between the

parties; access to library and repository services, if possible.

vi. conduct skill enhancement programmes, par-ticipation in seminars and

acadernic meetings, assistance in internships and also other academic

activities the parties will find desirable.

FUNDING:

h) Expenses for airfare, transportation, [oom and board and personal expenses of
exchange students, teachers or of'ficers shall be covered by each individual. Students
will pay their registration. courses or professional practices at their home university,
so that they can be recognizecl afterwards.

i) Students, interns and officers shall be responsible for requesting and obtaining
lodging by inquiring with the university, which shall provide every help necessary
for them to obtain saf.e, convenient rodgi,g arrangements.

j) Financial expenses for (term visits) internships of profbssors and researchers. which
will be arranged at the pafiies' re-quest, as u,ell as travel expenses, shall be covered
by the requesting institution. No fees will be paid, as the assumption is that the
professors / researchers remain in their positions at their horne institution. which
will continue to pay their salaries.

t1 l.

iv.

I
I

I

i

i

I

4t

f:

I

I

k) Students, professors and officers must acquire a rredical insurance policy. The
universities may offer them advice in seeking appropriate insurance.

Dr. Sr. Jase[r]a JosePh

PrinciPal (PLfu ezorzr)
Providence Women's Coltege
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7.

5. NO EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP:

l) The parties agree that this Agreement shall not be construed in any manner as

establishing any kind of partnership or bond of a labor nature between them. Thus,

in all activities stemming fiorn the present MoU and from subsequent specific

action plans, the par-ties are in the understanding that, in all cases, employment

relationships shall remain in fbrce betr,veen the employing institution and its
respective personnel.

6. AUTONOMY:

s) This agreement is a statement of intentions and does not involve, in any instance

whatsoever, any financial obligations between the subscribing institutions.

TERM:
/

t) This MOU shall be effective for a period of five (5) years from the date of
I execution of this agreement, and shall be automatically renewed thereafter for

:

another five (5) years unless a written notice to terminate or amend this agreement

is given to the other party,six (6) months in aclvance.

' u) [t is expressly agreed that neither party shatl be liable for damages that they might

cause each other as a result of a forceful suspension of a collaboration program.

Causes for forceful suspension must be explicitly set fofth in the action plans.

CONFLICT RESOLUTIOI{:

v) Any dispute resulting from the interpretation or application of this Agreement shall

be settled through direct negotiation and common agreement by the persons

delegated to such end by each university / Institution. Either party may propose to

the other a modification of the Agreement at any time in writing.

ACTION PLANS:

w) Every rvork program or specific activity that is agreed Lrpon betr,veen both

institutions shall be deflned through an action plan, which shall be under the

,l

!
,1 s.

o/.

responsibility of two individuals, appointed respectively by each

Institution.

/

Dr, 5n Ja Joseph
Principal { 410173l'

Providence Wome n's Col tege
Kozhikorle. 673 O09

PrinciPal \
Deva Matha College, {'tltill93i
ffi[.y"*: Ktrala' 686 633' lndia



10. CONTIDENTIALITY:

x) Each of the parties accepts and declares that every information from the other party is

of a confidential nature, is the exclusive property of the latter and has been or will be

disclosed to the former solelv with the purpose of enabling the full accomplishment

of the present Agreement, For this reason, every piece of infbrmation provided by

one paftY to the other before signing this Agreement and/or during its perfbrmance

must be kept confidential and therefore may not be disclosed to any third parties.

11. AMENDMENTS:

y) The parties may-dmend or amplitl, this Agreement through agreements in writing to
that effect. Said amendments or additions will be binding on the signatories as of the

.i date of their signature. The parties may not assign, in whole or in part, the

performance of the present MoU to any third party, except through prior and express

authorization in writing by both of them.

Anfl since

asl a token

iginals.

both parties are in agreement regarding the content of the present

of conformity, we sign it in two counterparts, both of which will

Dr. Sunil C Mathew

Principal

Deva Matha College , Kuravilangad

Witnesses &U,, P.Mn rneb)
Name of the Representative

Designation

Institr,rtion Name
\r

., ri

ri

Name of the Representative

Designation

Institution Name

Dr.(Sr) Jaseena Joseph

Principal

Providence Women's Collese CalicLrt
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g This Agreement is made on 1410512022 between providence women,s
affiliated to universify of calicut, Kerala (hereinafter referred to as

rst party and Vimala College (Autonomous), Thrissur affiliatecl

':Y,{ :'':&licut, Kerala (hereinafler referred to as "VCA',) as the second parfy.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MoU)

Between

Providence Women,s College Calicut, Kerala

, And

Vimala College (Autonomous), Thrissur, Kerala

College Calicirt,

"PWC") as the

to University of
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PURPOSE

Whereas

i' a) About PWC

b) PWC is desirous to associate with VCA on various areas as discussed in the

Purview of this MoU, which will be mutually beneficial to both organizations.

Whereas

c) About VCA

d) YCA is desirous to associate with PWC on various areas as discussed in the

Purview of this MoU, which will be mutually beneficial to both organizations.

That, relying on the principle of good faith, by virtue of which they will carry out all

the possible actions for their due fulfillmento

And relying also on their common bonds and

strengthening their relatioqships through academic

one accord in entering lNris MoU.

H"

.F

.,,8
I

H

Dr.5r. J

Principal{P

concerns, they state their interest in

cooperation. and lor this end -they are
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,,

NOW. THEREFORE THIS MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITNESSES

AS FOLLOWS

OBJECTIVE:

e) The parties agree that the objective of the present MoU is to establish a cooperation

program in order to collaborate towards the formation of students. academics and

researchers fbr the promotion and development of their respective areas of interest.

METHOD FOR ACHIEVING THE OB.IECTIVES:

D In order to 
.achieve 

the aforementioned objectives. both pafties, in mutual

agreement, shall develop cooperation programs and projects that will specify the

commitments each of them is to make for the performance of said programs.

AREAS OF CO-OPERATION:

g) Whereas, PWC and VCA recognize that the academic collaboration would be of
mutual benefit and would provide strengths in research and education and their

mutual interest in engaging themselves in academic cooperation. As per the purpose

of the said agreement. the two parlies shall:

i. Research Collaboralion,s; Faculty / Researchers / Students of PWC and

VCA can collaborate in future research projects that either involve

working cooperatively with partner institutions and / or cover a

research topic with national / international component. Activities

. include, but are not limited to, efforts toward developing proposals for

collaborative research, co-authoring publication, conducting joint

research projects, or establishingjoint research centers etc.

ii. Faculty Exchange with Partner (Jniversities.' Faculty members of PWC

and VCA can travel between to participate in activities that can

enhance their international / national experience and knou,ledge and

also to lbster relations betw,een the parties. Activities include, but are

not limited to, delivering lectures. teaching a course, taking a

sabbatical, acquiring skills for institutional governance and developing

collaborative research etc.

,
3.1
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Dr. Sr. JosePh

Prindpal( 470173)
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iii. Student Exchange with Partner Institutions.' Students can be given an

opportunity to travel among parties to parlicipate in activities / events

that will enhance their intercultural experience and knowledge.

iv. Promolion of integrated ,vtudies for related ,studies; The parties can

look at integrating an interdisciplinary dimension into their teaching.

research, and service functions of the university which would enable

the students understanding on a wide perspective.

v. Cooperate in the exchange of- intbrmation relating to their activities in

teachiiig and research in fields of mutual interests; sharing best

practices adopted by each parties; sharing of e-content between the

,, parties; access to library and repository services, if possible.

vi. Conduct skill enhancement programmes, participation in seminars and

academic meetings, assistance in internships and also other academic

activities the parties will find desirable.

i4. FUNDING:

.l h) Expenses for airfare, transporlation, room and board and personai expenses of
exchange students. teachers orofficers shall be covered by each individual. Sturjents

will pay their registration, courses or professional practices at their home university,

so that they can be recognized afterwards.

i) Students, interns and officers shall be responsible for requesting and obtaining

lodging by inquiring with the university, which shall provide every help necessar,v

for them to obtain saf-e, convenient loclgirrg arrangements.

j) Financial expenses fbr (terrn visits) internships of professors and researchers, which

will be arranged at the parties' request. as well as travel expenses. shall be covered

by the requesting institution. No fees will be paid, as the assumption is that the

prof'essors / researchers remain in their positions at their home institution. which

will continue to pay their salaries.

k) Students, professors and ofljcers rrlrst acquire a rnedical insurance policy. The

universities may ofl'er them advice in seeking appropriate insurance.
:' j

Dr. Sr. Jas JosePh

PrinciPal { 470173)

P ro,vkle nce Women's Ct I le ge rRNkcHARGE
YIHALA COLLEGE
(AUtrOitOMOUsl

fHErcerro co^ ,rrtaffiKozhikode - 673 009



5. NO EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP:
l) The parties agree that this Agreement shall not be construed in any manner as

establishing any kind of partnership or bond of a labor nature between them. .lhus,

in all activities stemming from the present MoU and from subsequent specific
action plans, the parties are it-t the unclerstanding that, in all cases, employment
relationships shall remain in force between the employing institution and its
respective personnel.

AUTONOMY:

s) This agreement is a statement of intentions and does not involve, in any instance
whatsoever, any financial obligations between the subscribing institutions.

:TERM:

t) This MoU shall be effective for a period of five (5) years from the date of
execution of this agreement, and shall be automatically renewed thereafter for
another five (5) years unless a rvritten notice to terminate or amend this agreement
is given to the other par-ty six (6) months in advance.

u) lt is expressly agreed that neither party shall be liable for damages that they might
cause each other as a result of a forceful suspension ol'a collaboration program^
Causes for force l suspension must be explicitly set forth in the action plans.

CONFLICT RESOLUTION:

v) Any dispute resulting from the interpretation or application of this
ue settteo through direct negotiation and common agreement
delegated to such end by each university / Institution. Either party
the other a modification of the Agreement at any time in writing.

ACTION PLANS:

w) Every work program or specific activity that is agreed upon between both
institutions shall be defined through an action plan, r,vhich shall be under the
responsibility of two individuals, appointed respectively by each university /
Institution.

6.

1

!

8.

q

Agreement shall

by the persons

may propose to

Providence Wornen's eol lcge ,*,*"rrfu*TARGE
YIMAT3COLLEGE
(AUTOt{ollouSl

THRI$SUR-S80009

*q
na JosePh

PrincipalVgru 470173)

Kozhikode - 673 009
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rO. CONFIDENTIALITY:

x) Each of the parties accepts and declares that every information from the other party isof a confidential nature, is the exclusive properly of the latter and has been or will bedisclosed to the former solely with the purpose of enabling the full accomplishment
of the present Agreement' For this reason, ever1,' piece of infbrmation provided byone palty to the other befbre signing this Agreement and/or during its perfbrmance
must be kept confidential and therefore may not be discrosed to any third parties.

11. AMENDMENTS:

y) The parties may amend or amplify this Agreement through agreements in writing tothat effect' Saicl amendments or additio,s wilr be binding on the signatories as of the, date of their, 
p..r.* 

";:;:, f. ::::,ft: Ji::, ;;, [;]fl ,ilffi .,.,* j. j;.11,
authorization in writing by both of them.

A,nd since both parties are in agrec-ment regarding the content of the present document, and
rve sign it in two counterpafts, both of- w,hich wi, be consic,erecr

.(Sr).Jaseena Joseph
Principal

Providence Women,s College Calicut

Witnesses

Name of the Representative
Designation

Institution Name

D.Sit

l;L:t":*frrn^k*^^').

Dr. Sr. Beena Jose
Principal

Vimala Colle

Name of tli
Designation

Institution Name

PILTY PNTER A
Assisbnt p.ofe[ot 

i
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MoU)

Between

Providence Women's College Calicut, Kerala

And

Patna Women's College (Autonomous), .Patna, Bihar

8
This  Agreement  is made  on  14/05/2022 between  Providence Women's  College  Calicut,

a     aff]liated to University of Calicut, Kerala (hereinafter referred to as "PWC") as the first

party and   Patna  Women's  College  (Autonomous), Patna, Bihar affiliated  to   Patna

aereinafter refei.red to as "PWCA") as the second party.

rovidence Women's_C©ll®gg
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I      PURPOSE
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Whereas

a)      Aboutpwc

b)      Pwc is desirous to associate with pwcA on various areas as discussed in the

Purview of this MoU, which will be mutually beneficial to both organizations.

Whereas

c)      AboutpwcA

d)       PWCA  is  desirous  to  associate  with  PWC  on  various  areas  as  discussed  in the

Purview of this MoU, which will be mutually beneficial to both organizations.

That, relying on the principle of good faith, by virtue of which they will carry out all

the possible actions for their due fulrillment,

And   relying   also  on  their  common  bonds  and  concerns,  they  state  their   interest   in

their relationships through  academic cooperation,  and  for this  end they are

one accord in entering this

DAi.f.„ ..... fl. 0  .9„hA.y...qua  KOzhik

€J3glzDu[.|`:`a    ' .,,,,...... ` ....,,.
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P.P
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NOW THEREFORE THIS MEMORANDUM 0F UNDERSTANDING WITNESSES

AS FOLLOWS

I.  OBJECTIVE:

e)   The parties agree that the objective of the present MoU is to establish a cooperation

program  in  order to  collaborate towards the formation  of students,  academics and

researchers for the promotion and development of their respective areas of interest.

2.  METHOD FOR ACHIEVING THE OBJECTIVES:

f)    In   order   to   achieve   the   aforementioned   objectives,   both   parties,   in   mutual

agreement,  shall  develop  cooperation  programs  and  projects  that  will  specify  the

com-mitments each of them is to make for the performance of said programs.

3.   AREAS OF CO-OPERATION:

g)   Whereas, PWC  and  PWCA recognize that the academic collaboration would be of

mutual  benefit  and  would  provide  strengths  in  research  and  education  and  their

mutual interest in engaging themselves in academic cooperation. As per the purpose

of the said agreement, the two parties shall:

i.       Jie5earc¢ Co//crboraf!.our.. Faculty / Researchers / Students ofpwc and

PWCA  can  collaborate  in  future  research projects  that either  involve

working   cooperatively   with   partner   institutions   and   /   or   cover   a

research   topic   with   national   /   intemational   component.    Activities

include, but are not limited to, efforts toward developing proposals for

collaborative    research,    co-authoring   publication,    conducting   joint

research projects, or establishing joint research centers etc.
•\i.       Faculty Exchange with partner universities.. Facurty members o£PWC

and  PWCA  can  travel   between  to  participate  in  activities  that  can

enhance  their  international  /  national  experience  and  knowledge  and

also to  foster relations between the parties.   Activities  include, but are

not   limited   to,   delivering   lectiires,   teaching   a   course,   taking   a

sabbatical, acquiring skills  for institutional  governance and developing

collaborative research etc.

ovidence Women's CoH€ge

Kozhlkode -673 0og

"P.,,4c#at4L+`LJ±
Patn a Women's Coltoo®

Autormou8

Bai%#oau:,iv#i#..,



ii.i.       Student  Exchange  with  partner Institutions..  Stndeuts carl be  given  an

opportunity to travel  among parties to participate  in  activities / events

that will enhance their intercultural experience and knowledge.
•rv.       Promotion  Of integrated  studies  for  related  studies:  The pendes  can

look  at  integrating  an  interdisciplinary  dimension  into  their  teaching,

research,  and  service  functions  of the  university  which  would  enable

V.

the students understanding on a wide perspective.

Cooperate in the exchange of infomati.on relating to their activities in

teaching   and   research   in   fields   of  mutual   interests;   sharing   best

practices  adopted  by  each  parties;  sharing  of  e-content  between  the

parties; access to  library and repository services, if possible.

Conduct skill  enhancement programmes, participation in seminars and

academic  meetings,  assistance  in  intemships  and  also  other  academic

activities the parties will find desirable.

4.   FUNDING:

h)   Expenses  for  air fare,  transportation,  room  and  board  and  personal  expenses  of

exchange students, teachers or officers shall be covered by each individual. Students

will pay their registration, courses or professional practices at their home university,

so that they can be recognized afterwards.

i)    Students,  interns  and  officers  shall  be  responsible  for  requesting  and  obtaining

lodging by  inquiring with the  university, which  shall provide every help necessary

for them to obtain safe, convenient lodging arrangements.

j)   Financial expenses for (term visits) intemships of professors and researchers, which

will be arranged at the parties'  request, as well  as travel expenses, shall be covered

by  the  requesting  institution.  No  fees  will  be  paid,  as  the  assumption  is  that  the

professors  /  researchers  remain  in  their  positions  at  their  home  institution,  which

will continue to pay their salaries.

k)   Students,  professors  and  officers  must  acquire  a  medical  insurance  policy.  The

universities may offer them advice in seeking appropriate insurance.

REEH`i.E!.:-ii-iE!-.i'E:a.._
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S.   NO EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP:

I)    The  parties  agree  that  this  Agreement  shall  not  be  construed  in  any  manner  as

establishing any kind of partnership or bond of a labor nature between them. Thus,

in  all  activities  stemming  from  the  present  MoU  and  from  subsequent  specific

action  plans,  the  parties  are  in  the  understanding  that,  in  all  cases,  employment

relationships   shall   remain   in   force   between  the   employing   institution   and   its

respective p ersonnel.

6.   AUTONOMY:

s)   This  agreement  is  a  statement  of intentions  and  does  not  involve,  in  any  instance

whatsoever, any financial obligations between the subscribing institutions.

7.   TERM:

t)    This  MOU  shall  be  effective  for  a  period  of  five  (5)  years  from  the  date  of

execution  of this  agreement,  and  shall  be  automatically  renewed  thereafter  for

another five (5) years unless a written notice to terminate or amend this agreement

is given to the other party six (6) months in advance.

u)   It is expressly agreed that neither party shall be liable for damages that they might

cause each other as a result of a forceful  suspension  of a collaboration program.

Causes for forceful suspension must be explicitly set forth in the action plans.

8.   CONFLICT RESOLUTION:

v)   Any dispute resulting from the interpretation or application of this Agreement shall

be  settled  through   direct  negotiation   and   common   agreement  by  the  persons

delegated to  such end  by  each university /  Institution.  Either party may propose to

the other a modification of the Agreement at any time in writing.

9.   ACTION PLANS:

w)  Every   work   program   or   specific   activity   that   is   agreed   upon   between   both

institutions  shall  be  defined  through  an  action  plan,  which  shall  be  under  the

responsibility   of  two   individuals,   appointed   respectively   by   each   university   /

Institution.

principal (
vidence Women's College

Kozhl!`.ode -673 009

rfu.tio^LJ;.-
principal

Patna Women'8 Co!lapo
Autoi`omoue
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10. CONFIDENTIALITY:

x)Eachofthepartiesacceptsanddeclaresthateveryinfomationfromtheotherpartyis

ofaconfidentialnature,istheexclusivepropertyofthelatterandhasbeenorwillbe

di§closedtothefomersolelywiththepurposeofenablingthefullaccomplishment

ofthepiesentAgreement.Forthisreason,everypieceofinfomationprovidedby

onepartytotheothert)eforesigniiigthisAgreementand/orduringitsperformance

mustbekeptconfidentialandthereforemaynotbedisclosedtoanythirdparties

11. AMENDMENTS:

y)ThepartiesmayanendoranplifythisAgreementthrouchagreementsinwritingto

thateffect.Saidamendmentsoradditionswiutiebindingonthesignatoriesasofthe

date   of  their   signature.   The   parties   may   not   assign,   in   whole   or   in   part,   the

perfomanceofthepresentMoUtoanythirdparty,exceptthroughpriorandexpress

authorizationinwritingbybothofthem.

Andsincebothpartiesareinagreementiegardingthecontentofthepresentdocument,and

asatokenofconformity.wesignitintwocounterparts,bothofwhichwiubeconsidered

originals.

NaineoftheRty#
Designation

IiistitutionNane

Witnesses

Naine of the

®cO„
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Providence Women's College Calicut,Kerala

And£
St.Teresa's College (autonomous) nmakulam,Kerala

a  This   Agreement   is   made   on   the   |tljh   day   of  Month   Year   between   Providence
Women'sCo]]ege Ca[icut, affiliated to Calicut University Kerala thereinalier referred to

8  as  "PWC")  as  the  first  party  and  St.Teresa's  College  (autonomous)  Emakulam,

`q`affliatedtoMahatmaGandhiuniversityKerala(hereinafterrefeITedtoas"STCEKM|-i
party.                         "rg-:..7:i;`,Ti~(.,.`)LLtiiEAu

e second
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Whereas
a          a)Aboutpwc

i
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b)   PWC is desirous to associate with STC on various areas as discussed in the Purview

of this MoU, which will be mutually beneficial to both organizations.

Whereas

c)    St. Teresa's college established in the year 1925 at Kochi is historically placed as the

first  aided  college  for  women   in   Kerala.   It  is  a   minority  institution   run   by  the

Carmelite Sisters of St. Teresa. Our foundress Mother Teresa of St. Rose of Lima was

a  visionary  who  firmly  believed  that  education  is  the  most  powerful  weapon  for

empowering women  and transforming society and  it was with this mission that St.

Teresa's College was established in  Kochi.   As one of the premier institutions in the

domain  of  higher  education  in  India,  St.  Teresa's  College,  ranked  45  by  NIRF  and

accredited with A++ by the National Assessment and Accreditation council (NAAC).

!-++

iiH.iiEEfiitHifla Joseph
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Thecollegehasovertheyearsbeeninspiringyoungmindsaimedatenhancingtheir
leadership  skills  and  career prospects,  incorporating  young  women from different
strata  of the  society  to  be  effective  partakers  in  the  nation  building  pl.ocess.  At

present  the  college  has  4500  students  220  teaching  faculty  and  80  non-teaching
staff. We have 25 departments, 7 research centres. We offer 66 programmes in arts,
science,  commerce and management streams.The  college address is Emakulan -
Park    Avenue    Road,    682011,    Kerala,    India    and    the    college    website    is

_~.teresas.ac._ip.
d)STCisdesiroustoassociatewithPWConvariousareasasdiscussedinthePurview

ofthisMoU,whichwillbemutuallybeneficialtobothorganizations.

That.relyingontheprincipLeofgoodfaith,byvirtue.ofwhichtheywincarryoutan

the possible actions for their due fulfillment,

iind  relying  also  on  their  common  bonds   and  concerns,  they   state  their  interest   in

strengtheningtheirreLationshipsthroughacademiccooperation,andforthisendtheyareof

one accord in entering this MoU.

NOW THEREFORE THIS MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITNESSES

AS FOLLOWS

I.  oEuncTlvE:
e)ThepartiesagreethattheobjectiveofthepresentMoUistoestablishacooperation

progran in order to  collaborate  towards the  formation of students,  academics  and

researchersforthepromotionanddevelopmentoftheirrespectiveareasof interest.

2.  METHOD FOR ACHIEVING THE OBJECTIVES:

DInordertoachievetheaforementionedobjectives,bothparties,inmutualagreement,
shall develop cooperation programs and projects that will specify the corrmitments

eachofthemistomakefortheperformanceofsaidprograms.

3.   AREAS OF CO-OPERATION:

g)   Whereas,  PWC  and  STC  recognize  that  the  academic  collaboration  would  be  of
mutul  benefit  and  would  provide  strengths  in  research  and  education  and  their

mutual interest in engaging themselves in academic cooperation. As per the purpose

of the said agreement, the two parties shall:

i.       j{esearcfr  Cot/aboraJ!.ons..  Faculty  / Researchers  /  Students  of PWC  and
STCcancollaborateinfutureresearchprojectsthateitherinvolveworking
cooperativelywithpartnerinstitutionsand/orcoveraresearchtopicwith
national / international component.  Activities include, but are not limited



to,  efforts  toward  developing  proposals  for  collaborative  research,  co-
authoring  publication,  conducting joint  research projects,  or establishing

joint research centers etc.
ti\.       Faculty  Exchange  with  Partner  Universities:  Faourty  members  o£ PWC

and  STC  can travel  between to  participate  in activities that can enhance
their international / national experience and knowledge and also to foster
relations  between  the  parties.   Activities  include,  but  are  not  limited  to,
delivering lectures, teaching a course, taking a sabbatical, acquiring skills
for institutional governance and developing collaborative research etc.

±Li.       Student  Exchange  with  Partner  Institutions:  Srfudents  can  be  gjrven  an
opportunity to travel among parties to participate in activities / events that
will enhance their intercultural experience and knowledge.

•IV.       Promotion of integrated studies f tor related studies: T:he pautjies carL\ock at

integrating  an  interdisciplinary  dimension  into  their  teaching,  research,
and  service  functions  of the  university which  would enable  the  students
understanding on a wide perspective.

v.       Cooperate  in  the  exchange  of information  relating  to  their  activities  in
teaching and research in fields of mutual  interests;  sharing best practices
adopted by each parties; sharing of e-content between the parties; access to
library and repository services, if possible.

v7..       Conduct  skill  enhancement  programmes,  participation  in  seminars  and
academic  meetings.   assistance  in  intemships  and  also  other  academic
activities the parties will find desirable.

4.   FUNDING:

h)   Expenses  for  airfare,  transportation,  room  and  board  and  personal  expenses  of

exchange students, teachers or officers shall be covered by each individual. Students

will pay their registration, courses or professional practices at their home university,

so that they can be recognized afterwards.

i)    Students,  interns  and  officers  shall  be  responsible  for  requesting  and  obtaining

lodging by inquiring with the university,  which shall provide every help  necessary

for them to obtain safe, convenient lodging arrangements.

j)    Financial expenses for (term visits) intemships of professors and researchers, which

will be arranged at the parties'  request, as well as travel expenses, shall be covered

by  the  requesting  institution.  No  fees  will  be  paid,  as  the  assumption  is  that  the

professors / researchers remain in their positions at their home institution, which will

continue to pay their salaries.

k)   Students,  professors  and  officers  must  acquire  a  medical  insurance  policy.  The

universities may offer them advice in seeking appropriate insurance.



5.   NO EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP:

I)    The  parties  agree  that  this  Agreement  shall  not  be  construed  in  any  manner  as

establishing any kind of partnership or bond of a labor nature between them. Thus, in

all  activities  stemming  from the  present MoU  and  from  subsequent specific action

plans, the parties are in the understanding that, in all cases, employment relationships

shall remain in force between the employing institution and its respective personnel.

6.  AUTONour:
s)   This  agreement  is  a  statement  of intentions  and  does  not  involve,  in  any  instance

whatsoever, any financial obligations between the subscribing institutions.

7.   TERN:

t)    This MOU shall be effective for a period of five (5) years from the date of execution

of this agreement, and shall be automatically renewed thereafter for another five (5)

years unless a written  notice to terminate  or amend this agreement  is  given to the

other party six (6) months in advance.

u)   It is expressly agreed that neither party shall be liable for damages that they might

cause  each other as  a result of a  forceful  suspension  of a collaboration program.

Causes for forceful suspension must be explicitly set forth in the action plans.

8.   CONFLICT RESOLUTION:

v)   Any dispute resulting from the interpretation or application of this Agreement shall

be  settled  through  direct  negotiation  and  common  agreement  by  the  persons

delegated to such end by each university / Institution. Either party may propose to the

other a modification of the Agreement at any time in whting.

9.   ACTION PLANS:

w)  Every work program or specifro activity that is agreed upon between both institutions

shall  be  defined through an action plan  which shall  be  under the responsibility of

two individuals, appointed respectively by each university / Institution.

10. CONFIDENTIALITY :

x)   Each of the parties accepts and declares that every infomation from the other party is

of a confidential nature, is the exclusive property of the latter and has been or will be



disclosed to the fomer solely with the purpose of enabling the full accomplishment of

the present Agreement.  For this reason, every piece of information provided by one

party to the other before signing this Agreement and/or during its perfomance must

be kept confidential and therefore may not be disclosed to any third parties.

11. AMENDMENTS:

y)   The parties may amend or amplify this Agreement through agreements in writing to

that effect.  Said alnendments or additions will be binding on the signatories as of the

date   of  their  signature.   The  parties  may  not  assign,   in  whole   or   in  part,   the

performance of the present MoU to any third party, except through prior and express

authorization in writing by both of them.

And since both parties are in agreement regarding the content of the present document, and

as a token of confomity, we sign it in two counterparts, both of which will be considered

originals.

Iit.(Sr).Jaseena Joseph
Principal
Providence Women's College Calicut

Winesses

Name of the Representative
Designation
Institution Name

+REF

Dr. Lizzy Mathew
Principal
St.Teresa' s College(autonomous) Emakulam
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MoU)

Between

Providence Women's College, Kozhikode, Kerala

And

Sacred Heart College (Autonomous),Thevara, Kochi, Kerala

This Agreement is made on  14/05/2022 between Providence Women's College Calicut,

afriliated  to  University  of Calicut,  Kerala  (hereinafter referred  to  as  "PWC")  as  the

a         first  party  and  sacred  Heart  college  (Autonomous),  Thevara,  Koclii  affiliated  to

Mahatma Gandhi  University,  Kottayam,  Kerala (hereinafter referred to as "SHC") as

the second party.
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PURPOSE

Whereas

a)    Aboutpwc

b)     PWC  is desirous to associate with SHC on various areas as discussed  in the

purview    of   this    MoU,    which    will    be    mutually    beneficial    to    both

organizations.

Whereas

c)     AboutsHC

d)     SHC  is desirous to associate with PWC on various areas as discussed in the

purview    of   this    MoU,    which    will    be    mutually    beneficial    to    both

organizations.

That,  relying on  the  principle of good  faith,  by virtue of which  they will carry out all

the possible actions for their due fulfillment,

And  relying  also  on  their  common  bonds  and  concerns,  they  state  their  interest  in

strengthening their relationships through academic

I-;  `;  are of one accord in ent

.tl .............u....... t{eraia fapfewi

ring this MoU.
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NOW THEREFORE THIS MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITNESSES

AS FOLLOWS

I.   OBJECTIVE:

e)   The  parties  agree  that  the  objective  of the  present  MoU  is  to  establish  a  link  of

cooperationto   collaborate   towards   the   formation   of   students,   academies   and

researchers for the promotion and development of their respective areas of interest.

2.  METHOD FOR ACHIEVING THE OBJECTIVES:

I)    In   order   to   achieve   the   aforementioned   objectives,   both   parties,   in   mutual

agreement,  shall  develop  cooperation  programs  and  projects  that  will  specify  the

commitments each of them is to make for the performance of said programs.

3.   AREAS OF CO-OPERATION:

g)   Whereas,  PWC  and  SHC  recognize  that  the  academic  collaboration  would  be  of

mutual  benefit  and  would  provide  strengths  in  research  and  education  and  their

mutual interest in engaging themselves in academic cooperation. As per the purpose

of the said agreement, the two parties shall engage in:

i.       Jtesearc¢ Co//abor¢/!.o#s.. Faculty / Researchers / Students of pwc and

SHC  can  collaborate  in  future  research  projects  that  either  involve

working   cooperatively   with   partner   institutions   and   /   or   cover   a

research   topic   with   national   /   international   relevance.     Activities

include,  but  are  not  limited  to,  efforts toward  developing proposals  for

collaborative   research,   co-authoring   publications,   conducting   joint

research projects, and establishing joint research centers etc.

Faculty  Exchange with  Partner  Institution..  Faculty  mewhers o£ PWC

and  SHC  can  travel  to  either  institution  to  participate  in  activities  that

can  enhance  their  international  /  national  experience  and  knowledge

and also to foster relations between the parties.   Activities include, but

are  not  limited  to,  delivering  lectures,  teaching  a  course,  acquiring

skills    for    institutional    governance,    and    developing    collaborative

research etc.

..                                                       .:-`

Providence Women'§ €01198€
Kozhlkode 3 673 00§
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iii. Student  Exchange  with  Partner  Institution:  Sfuderits  can be  given  an

opportunity  to  travel  to  either  institution  to  participate  in  activities  /

eventsthatwillenhancetheirinterculturalexperienceandknowledge.

Promo/I.o# a/ I.%Jegrfl/ed sj%dl.es.  The parties can  look at integrating an

interdisciplinary   dimension   into   their   teaching,   research,   so   as   to

providethestudentsawiderperspectiveoftheirdiscipline.

Sfrarj.#g  6esf pracfI.ces..Sharing  best  practices  adopted  by  each  party,

sharing   of   e-content   between   the   parties;   access   to   library   and

repository services, if possible.

v[..        ya/%e  add!.fi.o„  fo  co%rses:   Conduct  skill  enhancement  programmes,

participation    in    seminars    and    academic    meetings,    assistance    in

intemshipsandotheracademicactivitiesthepartieswillfinddesirable.

4.   FUNDING:

h)   Expenses  for travel,  room  and  board  and  personal  expenses  of exchange  students,

teachers  or  officers  shall  be  covered  by  each  individual.  Students  win  pay  their

registration,coursesorprofessionalpracticesattheirhomeinstitution.

»    Students,   interns  and  officers   shall  be  responsible  for  requesting  and  obtaining

lodging  by  inquiring  with  the  partner  institution,  which  shall  provide  every  help

necessaryforthemtoobtainsafe,convenientlodgingarrangements.

nFinancialexpensesfor(temvisits)intemshipsofprofessorsandresearchers,which

wiubearrangedattheparties'request,aswellastravelexpenses,shallbecovered

by  the  requesting  institution.  No  fees  will  be  paid,  as  the  assumption  is  that  the

professors  /  researchers  remain  in  their  positions  at their  home  Institution,  which

will continue to pay their salaries.

5.   NO EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP:

1)    The  parties  agree  that  this  Agreement  shall  not  be  construed  in  any  manner  as

establishinganykindofpartnershiporbondofalabornaturebetweenthein.Thus,

in  all  activities  stemming  from  the  present  MoU  and  from  subsequent  specific

action  plans,  the  parties  are  in  the  understanding  that,  in  all  cases,  employment

relationships   shall   remain   in   fol.ce   between   the   employing   institution   and   its

Providence Women's Col lege
Kozhikode . 673 009 ©-.,-:..,``/`i,I.``.:,,'`



6.   AUTONONI:

s)   This  agreement  is  a  statement of intentions  and  does  not  involve,  in  any  instance

whatsoever, any financial obligations between the subscribing institutions.

7.   TERM:

t)    This  MOU  shall  be  effective  for  a  period  of  five  (5)  years  from  the  date  of

execution  of this  agreement,  and  shall  be  automatically  renewed  thereafter  for

another five (5) years unless a written notice to terminate or amend this agreement

is given to the other party six (6) months in advance.

u)   It is expressly agreed that neither party shall be liable for damages that they might

cause  each  other as  a result of a forceful  suspension  of a collaboration  program.

Causes for forceful suspension must be explicitly set forth in the action plans.

8.   CONFLICT RESOLUTION:

v)   Any dispute resulting from the interpretation or application of this Agreement shall

be   settled   through   direct   negotiation   and   common   agreement  by  the   persons

delegated to  such  end by  each  Institution.  Either party may propose to  the  other a

modification of the Agreement at any time in writing.

9.   ACTION PLANS:

w)  Every   work   program   or   specific   activity   that   is   agreed   upon   between   both

institutions   shall   be   defined  through   an   action  plan,  which   shall   be  under  the

responsibility   of  two   individuals,   appointed   respectively   by   each   university   /

Institution.

10. CONFIDENTIALITY:

x)   Each of the parties accepts and declares that every infomation from the other party is

of a confidential nature, is the exclusive property of the latter and has been or will be

disclosed to the former solely with the purpose of enabling the full accomplishment

of the  present  Agreement.  For  this  reason,  every  piece  of information  provided  by

one party to  the other before  signing this Agreement  and/or during  its performance

must be kept confidential and therefore may not be disclosed to any third parties.

Providence Women's Collegg
Kozhikode . 673 009



11. AMENDMENTS:

y)   The parties may amend or amplify this Agreement through agreements in writing to

that effect.  Said amendments or additions will be binding on the signatories as of the

date   of  their   signature.   The   parties   may   not   assign,   in   whole   or   in   part,   the

performance of the present MoU to any third party, except through prior and express

authorization in writing by both of them.

And since both parties are in agreement regarding the content of the present document, and

as  a token of conformity, we sign  it in two  counterparts,  both of which will  be considered

o,.iginals.

Di-.(Sr).Jaseena Joseph

Principal

Providence Women's College Calicut

Witnesses

Name of the Representative
Designation

Institution Name

#`,u,,

Name of the Representative
Designation

Institution Name
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTAI\DING (MoU)

between

St. Albert's CoIIege (Autonomous), Ernakulam, Kerala, India.

and

Providence Women's College, Kozhikode, Kerala, India.

This Mernorandum of Understanding (MoU) is signedon the 14ft day of May 2022
d
Bbetween St. Albert's College (Autonomous), Ernakulam, Kerala, India (hereinafter

*refened 
to as 6ALBERTS"), represented by its Chairman, Rev. Dr. Antony Thoppil as the

Iirst party and Providence Women's College, Kozhikode, Kerala, India (hereinafter

referred to as 6'PROYIDENCE"), represented by its Principal, Dr. Sr. Jaseena Joseph, as

$the second parfy. First party and the second party shall hereinafter collectively be referred

to as the "Parties" and indMdually as the "Parf5r."
Hg
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* Whereas

1.. ALBERTS is an autonomous college based in Ernakulam, Kerala offering 49 programs

fi 
"' 

in both UG and PG and l0 research degrees.I
g ' Z. ALBERTS, is desirous to associate with PROVIDENCE on various areas as discussed

. j in the purview of this MoU, which will be mutually beneficial to both organizations.

H

g"lwnereas

.' i 3. PROVIDENCE, the first women's Arts and Science College in the Malabar region of
lEr
! " ' Kerala, South tndia. It is a college, offering undergraduate, postgraduate courses and

,', H opportunities for doctoral and postdoctoral studies. Founded by the sisters ofApostolic

Carmel, it is locatod in Kozhikode, Kerala and was established in the year l95lunder

the Madras University.

H +. PROVIDENCE is desirous to associate with ALBERTS, on various areas as discussed

,, in the purview of this.MoU, which will be mutually beneficial to both organizations.
H
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NOW THEREFORE THIS MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITNESSES

AS FOLLOWS

ALBERTS and PROVIDENCE recognize that this collaboration would be of mutual benefit

and would provide strengths in research and education and their mutual interest in engaging

themselves in academic and industrial cooperation. As per the purpose of the said agreement,

all the parties shall undertake the following activities with the approval of the authorized

signatory authorities.

Whereas, ALBERTS and PROVIDENCE recognize that the academic collaboration

would be of mutual bertefit and would provide strengths in research and education and

their mutual inter$t in engaging themselves in academic cooperation. As per the
/

purpose of the said agreement, all the Parties shall undertake the following activities

,,with the approval of the authorized signatories:

, a) ResearchCollaborationr;Faculty/Researchers/StudentsofALBERTSand
I

' PROVIDENCE can collaborate in future research projects that either
l. involve working cooperatively with partner institutions and/or cover a

research topic with an international component. Activities include, but are

not limited to, efforts toward developing proposals for collaborative

research, co-authoring publication or conducting joint research projects.

b) Faculty Exchange with Partner colleges: Facultv members of ALBERTS

. and PROVIDENCE can travel between to participate in activities that can

enhance knowledge and 'also to foster relations between the

parties. Activities include, but are not limited to, delivering lectures,

teaching a course, taking a sabbatical, acquiring skills for institutional

governance and developing collaborative research etc.

Student Exchonge with Partner Colleges: Students can be given an

opportunity to travel among parties to participate in activities/events that

will enhance their experience and knowledge.

Promotion of iniegrated studies for related studies: The parties can look at

integratiy'an intercultural dimension into their teaching, research, and

service functions of the college which would enable the students

understanding on a global perspective.
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d)

Dr. Sr. Ja{eFna Joseph
d Principar Hrnr 47ou7gl Fr. ANTONY THOPPIL

CHAIRMAN
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Cooperate in the exchange of information relating to their activities in

teaching and research in fields of mutual interests; sharing best practices

adopted by each party; sharing ofe-content between the parties; access to

library and repository services, if possible.

Conduct cultural projects, study tours, as mutually agreed in writing

between the parties prior to commencement of this activity:

No Emnlovment Relationshin:

6. The parties agree that this Agreement shall not be construed in any manner as

establishing any kind of partnership or bond of a labor nature between them. Thus, in

all activities stemming from the present MoU and from subsequent specific action

plans, the parties are in the understanding tha! in all cases, employment relationships

shall remain in force between the employing institution and its respective personnel.

/
CreditslAeeredilalioni i

7. Cledits and grades shall be awarded in accordance with the academic achievement
i .. .

folicies in force at the host autonomous college/Govemment. However, the home
:

{utonomous college reserues the right to accept or reject any accreditation leading to

dn academic degree.

8. fhe host autonomous college shall issue a certification recognizing the grades obtained,
t
i' as well as the hours invested or projectVpapers completed by the students.

/
Alltonomv:

I 9. This agreement is a statement of intentions and does not involve, in any instancq

l' whatsoiver, any financial obligations between the subscribing institutions.
.t,

. Conflict Resolutitin:r ' 
10. Any dispute resulting from the interpretation or application of this Agreement shall be

settled through direct negotiation and commotr agreement by the persons delegated to

such end by each party. Either party may propose to the other a modification of the

Agreement at any time.

Action Plansi ,

11. Every work program oripecific activity that is agreed upon between both institutions

shall be defined t)rfiryh an action plan, which shall be under the responsibility of two

individuals, appointed respectively by each pdy, and whieh shall define the following

Dr. Sr. Jhdeena JosePh
FT. ANTONY THOPPIL

CHAIRMAN
sT. ALBERT',S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUSI

ERNAKULAM, KOCHI.18

d Principai(Prn 47ot73\

e)

,l
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aspects:

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

0

s)

h)

i)

i)
k) Financi/budget;

D Reference to the subject ofmedical insurance and information.

,

Amendments:

tZi fne parties may amend or ampliff this Agreement through agreements in writing to

lthat effect. Said amendments or additions will be binding on the signatories as of the

date of their signature. The parties may not assign, in whole or in part, the performance
l

f of the present MoU to any third party, except through prior and express authorization in
tl/ writing by both ofthem. And since both parties are in agreement regarding the content

,'' ,' of the present document, and as a token of conformiry, wo sign it in two counterparts,

both ofwhich will be considered originals.

I

.,t.
i,
!,,}

I'

!f".t

,t
,i

Providence Women's College
K+zl''ikocle - 673 tC3

Costs

1 13. Each Party will be responsible for its own costs in connection with all matters relating

to collaborations under this MoU. Where possible and appropriate, the Parties may also

seek funding for collaborations from any research organization funding. Where

applicable, the fee for services from PROVIDENCE to ALBERTS and vice-versa will
be as agreed with the approvals of the signatory authorities.

Aprrlicable Law and Jurisdiefion

14.Any disputes or-issues of interpretation with regard to this MoU shall be resolved

amicably between the Parties. In case no amicable solution is found such disputes or

na Joseph
FT. ANTONY THOPPIL

CHAIRMAN
sT. ALBERT'S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUSI

ERNAKULAM, KOCHI.18

" PrincipatVrrv 47oL73l

Foundations or considerations that warrant the plan for inter-institutional

collaboration;

Objective ofthe action plan for inter-institutional collaboration;

General conditions of the plan;

Academic conditions of the plan;

Administrative and organizational conditions of the plan;

Duration of the protocol;

Intellectual property;

Differences between the parties;

Development ofthe collaboration project;

Project and/qr program to be carried out;



issues shall be submitted to the exclusive jurisdiction of three (3) arbitrators mutually

agreed by the parties. The arbitration proceedings shall be conducted in Engiish. The

seat-of the arbitration shall be in a mutually agreed location. This MoU shall be

govemed by and construed under the laws of tndia and would be hied in the jurisdiction

of courts in Emakulam district.

Indemnitv

15. Each Party agrees to protect, defend, indemniff and hold harmless the other Party and

their related parties from and against all liability, claims, loss, damage, and costs

(including legal costs and expenses) due to its failure to perform as agreed in the MoU.

Assisnmen t /
I

16. Neither party willi assign its rights or obligations under this MoU without the prior

written consent of the other parfy, however such requests shall not be withheld
I

,unreasonably. This MoU will be binding upon the. parties and their respective legal
i

successors and permitted assigns.

t.
Confidentialitv

-

f,
l!,.me parties agree that there is no intention to share any confidential or proprietary
lll
/ information in any collaboration under this MoU. If either Party wishes to disclose

i^ 
; information it considers to be confidential or proprietary to the other Party, the Party

,' needs to take prior written consent of the other parly.

l' 18. Students might be working on confidential projects and should not be disclosing any
.li'l 

confidential information. Students cannot share data collected during the study in any

t . of their assignments, however are free to share their learnings without impacting

confidentiality agreements with clients.

Term:

19. This MOU shall be effective for a period of five (5) years from the date of execution of
this agreement, and shall bp automatically renewed thereafter for another five (5) years

unless a written notiee 16 terminate or amend this agreement is given to the other party

six (6) months inp{vance.

20. It is expressly agreed that neither party shall be liable for damages that they might cause

each other as a result of a forceful suspeusion of a collaboration program. Causes for

forceful suspension must be explicitly set forth in the action plans.

JosePh
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The Parties to this Memorandum of Understanding hereby confirm their agreementto iB terms

by the following signatures:

f

Witness

St. Albert's College (Autonomous)

l
I

Principal-in-charge:

Providence Women's Col

Witness 1:

Witness 2:

-*P'l

IILTY PETER A

o,',:#i,illt;iix:;iHla,
1:

I

,t:

.t,

{t'1, I

lt

!il.'

t'

ti
c

q
t.

Rev. Dr. Antony Thoppil

Chairman
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MoU)
a

Date...2*a
Name'......„.

JINJU.S      tl

ACTING S"
M  [yl.  Au RO

Between

DE    897809

Department of English

Providence Women's College, Kozhikode, KeraLa

And

Department of Hnglish

Sacred Heart College (Autonomous),Thevara, Kochi, Kerala

This   Agreement.  is   made   on   14/05/2022   between   the   Department   of  English,

Providence Women's College. Calicut, afriliated to University of Calicut, Kerala

(hereinafter  refened  to  as  "PWC")  as  the  first  party  and  the  Department  of

English,   Sacred   Heart   College   (Autonomous),   Thevara,   Kochi   afriliated   to

ahatma   Gandhi   University,   Kottayam,   Kerala   (hereinafter   referred   to   as

C") as the second

E.N470173)
Women's Coll.g

.a.a..\ thaLL      KOzhlkode.673coo
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DE    897799

PURPOSE

Whereas

a)    Aboutpwc

b)     PWC  is desirous to associate with SHC on various areas as discussed in the

purview    of   this    MoU,    which    will    be    mutually    beneficial    to    both

organizations.

Whereas

About SHC

SHC is desirous to associate with PWC on various areas as discussed in the

purview    of   this    MoU,    which    will    be    mutually    beneficial    to    both

organizations.

That, relying on the principle of good faith, by virtue of which they will carry out all

the possible actions for their due fulfillment,

And  relying  also  on  their  common  bonds  and  concerns,  they  state  their  interest  in

strengthening their relationships through academic cooperation,  and for this end they

are of one accord in entering this MoU.

eena Joseph
PEN470173)
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NOW TIHREFORE THIS MEMORANDUM 0F UNDERSTANDING WITNESSES

AS FOLLOWS

1.  OBJECTIVE:

e)   The  parties  agree  that  the  objective  of the  present  MoU  is  to  establish  a  link  of

cooperationto   collaborate   towards   the   formation   of   students,   academics   and

researchers for the promotion and development of their respective areas of interest.

2.  METHOD FOR ACHIEVING THE OBJECTIVES:

I)    In   order   to   achieve   the   aforementioned   objectives,   both   parties,   in   mutual

agreement,  shall  develop  cooperation  programs  and  projects  that  will  specify the

commitments each of them is to make for the performance of said prograns.

3.   AREAS OF CO-OPERATION:

g)   Whereas,  PWC  and  SHC  recognize  that the  academic  collaboration  would  be  of

mutual  benefit  and  would  provide  strengths  in  research  and  education  and  their

mutual interest in engaging themselves in academic cooperation. As per the pulpose

of the said agreement, the two parties shall engage in:

i.       Jtesearch co//crbora/!.o#F.. Faculty / Researchers / Students ofpwc and

SHC  can  collaborate  in  future  research  projects  that  either  involve

working   cooperatively   with   partner   institutions   and   /   or  cover   a

research   topic   with   national   /   international   relevance.    Activities

include,  but are not limited to, efforts toward developing proposals for

collaborative   research,   co-authoring   publications,   conducting   joint

research projects, and establishing joint research centers etc.

ii.       Faculty Exchange with partner Institution:  Faculty members o£ PWC

and  SHC  can travel to either institution to participate in  activities that

can  enhance  their  intemational  /  national  experience  and  knowledge

and  also  to  foster  relations  between  the parties.   Activities  include,  but

are  not  limited  to,   delivering   lectures,  teaching  a  course,  acquiring

skills    for    institutional    governance,    and    developing    collaborative

research etc.

vidence Women's C©llfge
Kozhikode -673 009

Sacred Heart Col]eg-e (Autonomou s)
Thevam, Kochi.682 013

Dr. Jose John
Principal



iii.       Student  Exchange  with  Partner  Institution..  Stndeuts  carl be  gjNen  an

opportunity  to  travel  to  either  institution  to  participate  in  activities  /

events that will enhance their intercultural experience and knowledge.

iv.       Prowofz.on a/i.#feg7'aJed s/e!d7.es.. The parties can look at integrating an

interdisciplinary   dimension   into   their   teaching,   research,   so   as   to

provide the students a widerperspective of their discipline.

v.       S¢crrj.ng  beg/ prcrc/J.cos..Sharing  best  practices  adopted  by  each  party,

sharing   of   e-content   between   the   parties;   access   to   library   and

repository services, if possible.

vj..        Vcr/"e  nddj.Jz.o#  to  co"rses`:  Conduct  skill  enhancement  programmes,

participation    in    seminars    and    academic    meetings,    assistance    in

intemships and other academic activities the parties will find desirable.

4.   FUNDING:

h)   Expenses  for travel,  room and board and personal expenses of exchange students,

teachers  or  officers  shall  be  covered  by  each  individual.  Students  will  pay  their

registration, courses or professional practices at their home institution.

i)     Students,   interns  and  officers   shall   be  responsible  for  requesting  and  obtaining

lodging  by  inquiring  with  the  partner  institution,  which  shall  provide  every  help

necessary for them to obtain safe, convenient lodging arrangements.

j)    Financial expenses for (term visits) intemships of professors and researchers, which

will be arranged at the parties'  iequest, as well as travel expenses,  shall be covered

by  the  requesting  institution.  No  fees  will  be  paid,  as  the  assumption  is  that the

professors  /  researchers  remain  in  their positions  at  their  home  institution,  which

will continue to pay their salaries.

5.   NO EMPLOYRENT RELATIONSHIP:

I)    The  parties  agree  that  this  Agreement  shall  not  be  construed  in  any  manner  as

establishing any kind of partnership or bond of a labor nature between them.  Thus,

in  all  activities  stemming  from  the  present  MoU  and  from  subsequent  specific

action  plans,  the  parties  are  in  the  understanding  that,  in  all  cases,  employment

relationships   shall   remain   in   force   between  the   employing   institution   and   its

respective personnel.
`1

:-...-.--..'..

rovidence Women's College
Kozhikode -673 009

Principal
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6.   AUTONorm:
s)   This  agreement  is  a  statement of intentions  and  does  not  involve,  in  any  instance

whatsoever, any financial obligations between the subscribing institutions.

7.   TERM:

t)    This  MOU  shall  be  effective  for  a  period  of  five  (5)  years  from  the  date  of

execution  of this  agreement,  and  shall  be  automatically  renewed  thereafter  for

another five (5) years unless a written notice to terminate or amend this agreement

is given to the other party six (6) months in advance.

u)   It is expressly agreed that neither party shall be liable for damages that they might

cause each other as a result of a forceful  suspension of a collaboration program.

Causes for forceful suspension must be explicitly set forth in the action plans.

8.   CONFLICT RESOLUTION:

v)   Any dispute resulting from the interpretation or application of this Agreement shall

be  settled  through  direct  negotiation  and  common   agreement  by  the  persons

delegated to such end by each Institution. Either party may propose to the other a

modification of the Agreement at any time in writing.

9.   ACTION PLANS:

w)  Every   work   program   or   specific   activity   that   is   agreed   upon   between   both

institutions  shall  be  defined  through  an  action  plan,  which  shall  be  under  the

responsibility   of  two   individuals,   appointed  respectively   by   each   university  /

Institution.

10. CONFIDENTIALITY :

x)   Each of the parties accepts and declares that every information from the other party is

of a confidential nature, is the exclusive property of the latter and has been or will be

disclosed to the former solely with the purpose of enabling the full accomplishment

of the  present  Agreement.  For this  reason,  every  piece  of information  provided  by

one party  to  the  other before  signing  this Agreement and/or during  its performance

must be kept confidential and therefore may not be disclosed to any third pailies.

Providence Women's College
Kozhikode -673 009
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11. AMENDMENTS:

y)   The parties may amend or amplify this Agreement through agreements in writing to

that effect. Said amendments or additions will be binding on the signatories as of the

date   of  their   signature.   The   parties   may  not   assign,   in   whole   or   in   part,   the

performance of the present MoU to any third party, except through prior and express

authorization in writing by both of them.

And since both parties are in agreement regarding the content of the present document, and

as a token of conformity, we sign it in two counterparts, both of which will be considered

originals.

r.(Sr).Jaseena Joseph

Providence Women's College Calicut

Witnesses

Naine of the Representative
Designation

Institution Name

J#U-

Name of the Representative
Designation

Name
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MEMORANDUM 0F UNDERSTANDING (MoU)

Between

Providence Women's College Calicut, Kerala

And

Montfort Co]]ege, Benga]uru

a
This Agreement  is made on  14/05/2022 between  Providence  Women's  College  Calicut,

B    affiliated to University of Calicut, Kerala (hereinafter referred to as "PWC") as the rirst

party  and     Montfort  College,  Bengaluru  afriliated  to     Bengaluru  North  University

¢ereinafter referred to as "MCB") as the second party.
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PURPOSE

Whereas

a)      Aboutpwc

b)       Pwc is desirous to associate with MCB on various areas as discussed in the

Purview of this MoU, which will be mutually beneflcial to both organizations.

Whereas

c)       AboutMCB

d)       MCB  is  desirous  to  associate  with  PWC  on  various  areas  as  discussed  in  the

Purview of this MoU, which will be mutually beneficial to both organizations.

That, relying on the principle of good faith, by virtue of which they will carry out all

the possible actions for their due fulfillment,

And  relying  also   on  their  common  bonds  and  concerns,   they   state  their  interest  in

strengthening their relationships through  academic  cooperation,  and  for this end they are

of one accord in entering this MoU.                                                      \
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NOW THEREFORE THIS MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITNESSES

AS FOLLOWS

I.  OBJECTIVE:

e)   The parties agree that the objective of the present MoU is tl establish a cooperation

program  in  order to  collaborate towards the  forination of students,  academies  and

researchers for the promotion and development of their respective areas of interest.

2.  METHOD FOR ACHIEVING THE OBJECTIVES:

I)    In   order   to   achieve   the   aforementioned   objectives,   both   parties,   in   mutual

agreement,  shall  develop  cooperation  programs  and  projects  that  will  specify  the

commitments each of them is to make for the performance of said programs.

3.   AREAS OF CO-OPERATION:

g)   Whereas,  PWC  and  MCB  recognize  that  the  academic  collaboration  would  be  of

mutual  benefit  and  would  provide  strengths  in  research  and  education  and  their

mutual interest in engaging themselves in academic cooperation. As per the purpose

of the said agreement, the two parties shall:

i.       Researc¢ Co//obora/I.o#s.. Faculty / Researchers / Students ofpwc and

MCB  can  collaborate  in  future  research  projects  that  either  involve

working   cooperatively   with   partner   institutions   and   /   or   cover   a

research   topic   with   national   /   international   component.    Activities

include,  but  are  not  limited  to,  efforts toward  developing  proposals  for

collaborative    research,    co-authoring    publication,    conducting   joint

research projects, or establishing joint research centers etc.
•1.1.       Faculty Exchange with partner universities: Faculty mewhers o[PWC

and   MCB   can   travel   between   to   participate   in   activities   that   can

enhance  their  international  /  national  experience  and  knowledge  and

also  to  foster relations between  the parties.   Activities  include,  but are

not    limited    to,    delivering   lectures,    teaching   a   course,    taking   a

sabbatical,  acquiring skills for institutional governance and developing

collaborative research etc.

Providence Women's CoH8ge
Kozhikode -673 009

\
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1±.\.       Student Exchange  with  partner  Institutions:  StudeITts ®an be  given an

opportunity to travel  among parties to participate  in  activities / events

that will enhance their intercultural experience and knowledge.
•rv.       Promotion  Of integrated  studies  for  related  studies:  I:he  paatiies  can

look  at  integrating  an  interdisciplinary  dimension  into  their teaching,

research,  and  service  functions  of the  university  which  would  enable

the students understanding on a wide perspective.

v.       Cooperate in the exchange of information'relating to their activities  in

teaching   and   research   in   fields   of  mutual   interests;   sharing   best

practices  adopted  by  each  parties;  sharing  of  e-content  between  the

parties; access to library and repository services,  if possible.

1;z..        Conduct  skill  enhancement  programmes,  participation  in  seminars  and

academic  meetings,  assistance  in  intemships  and  also  other  academic

activities the parties will find desirable.

4.   FUNDING:

h)   Expenses  for  airfare,  transportation,  room  and  board  and  personal  expenses  of

exchange students, teachers or officers shall be covered by each individual. Students

will pay their registration, courses or professional practices at their home university,

so that they can be recognized afterwards.

i)    Students,   interns  and  officers  shall   be  responsible  for  requesting  and  obtaining

lodging  by  inquiring  with  the  university,  which  shall  provide  every  help  necessary

for them to obtain safe, convenient lodging arrangements.

j)    Financial expenses for (term visits) intemships of professors and researchers, which

will be arranged at the parties'  request, as well as travel expenses, shall be covered

by  the  requesting  institution.  No  fees  will  be  paid,  as  the  assumption  is  that  the

professors  /  researchers  remain  in  their  positions  at  their  home  institution,  which

will continue to pay their salaries.

k)   Students,  professors  and  officers  must  acquire  a  medical  insurance  policy.  The

universities may offer them advice in seeking appropriate insurance.

:..--..i
Providence Women's Colloge
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5.   NO EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP:

I)    The  parties  agree  that  this  Agreement  shall  not  be  construed  in  any  manner  as

establishing any kind of partnership or bond of a labor nature between them. Thus,

in  all  activities  stemming  from  the  present  MoU  and  from  subsequent  specific

action  plans,  the  parties  are  in  the  understanding  that,  in  all  cases,  employment

relationships   shall   remain   in   force   between   the   employing   institution   and   its

respective personnel.

6.   AUTONOMY:

s)    This  agreement  is  a  statement  of intentions  and  does  not  involve,  in  any  instance

whatsoever, any financial obligations between the subscribing institutions.

7.   TERM:

t)    This  MOU  shall  be  effective  for  a  period  of  five  (5)  years   from  the  date  of

execution  of this  agreement,  and  shall  be  automatically  renewed  thereafter  for

another five (5)  years unless a written notice to terminate or amend this agreement

is given to the other party six (6) months in advance.

u)   It is expressly agreed that neither party shall be liable for damages that they might

cause  each  other  as  a  result  of a forceful  suspension  of a collaboration program.

Causes for forceful suspension must be explicitly set forth in the action plans.

8.   CONFLICT RESOLUTION:

v)   Any dispute resulting from the interpretation or application of this Agreement shall

be   settled  through   direct  negotiation   and   common   agreement  by  the  persons

delegated  to  such  end  by  each  university /  Institution.  Either party  may propose  to

the other a modification of the Agreement at any time in writing.

9.   ACTION PLANS:

w)  Every   work   program   or   specific   activity   that   is   agreed   upon   between   both

institutions  shall  be  defined  through  an   action  plan,  which  shall  be  under  the

responsibility   of  two   individuals,   appointed   respectively   by   each   university   /

Institution.

.,,`.-..i
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10. CONFIDENTIALITY :

x)   Each of the parties accepts and declares that every information from the other party is

of a confidential nature, is the exclusive property of the latter and has been or will be

disclosed to the former solely with the purpose of enabling the  full  accomplishment

of the present Agreement.  For this reason,  every piece of information provided by

one party to the other before signing this Agreement and/or during its performance

must be kept confidential and therefore may not be disclosed to any third parties.

11. AMENDMENTS:

}')   The parties  may amend  or amplify this Agreement through agreements  in writing to

that effect.  Said amendments or additions will be binding on the signatories as of the

date   of  their   signature.   The   parties   may  not   assign,   in   whole   or   in  part,   the

performance of the present MoU to any third party, except through prior and express

authorization in writing by both of them.

And since both parties are in agreement regarding the content of the present document, and

as  a token of conformity, we  sign it in two counteiparts,  both of which will be considered

Witnesses

Iiistitution Name

1,  +  i  I  ...- ::  ,1 :il^
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Principal
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Designation
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

This Memorandum of Understanding is entered into at Calicuton this Iday of Sepiembera 

the Year 2021. 

BETWEEN: 

ISDC Projects India Pvt. Ltd. trading as ISDC International Skill Developunen 

Corporationand having its Regional Office at Lakhsmi Narayan Complex. Palace Roai. 

Vasanth Nagar, Bengaluru. Karnataka - 560052. represented by itsRegional Manager 

Institutional PartnershipsMr Sharath Venugopal. hereinatter referred to as "ISDC" 

FIRST PARTY 

AND 

Providence Women's Collegean institution affiliated to the University of Calicuteonducting 

Graduate and Post Graduate Programs in its premises and campus at Calicut, hereunatter 

referred to as Providence Women's College or SECOND PARTY: repescgels 

Principal 

LLhl...nerale Rs sy 

Prureypal, Peniolence Cwoema 

ollege OZHS moloyato 
NG VENDOA 
AU ROAD. KOZHIKOOF 



Both Parties as above have expressed a desire of entering a Memorandum of Understanding 
their respective objectives, which are set out herein below. 

WHEREAS 

a. The First Party ISDC, a Skill Development & Education Company having experti: 
Professional and Vocational Education and is interested in associating with the Ser 

Party to develop, promote and deliver B.Com (Finance Specialization) with ACCA, whi 

integrated and accredited by the ACCA (Association of Chartered Cert 

Accountants); the Global Body for Professional Accountants. 

b. The Second Party, on its part is interested in associating with First Party for using 
expertise to develop, promote and deliver B.Com (Finance Specialization) with ACCA a 

Undergraduate program which helps students to access ACCA Professional Qualific 

along with their Undergraduate degree from Providence Women's College 

The purpose of this Memorandum of Understanding is to set forth the terms and co 

under which the Parties to this understanding shall conduct themselves during the sub

of the Memorandum. 

This Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU'") is not intended to be, legally binding 

as specifically set out below. 



ROVIDENCE 
Women's College 

nternational Skoll Developrment Corporation 

Skills for Tomorrow 

. The First Party shall support the Second Party to develop the B.Com (Finance 

Specialization) with ACCA program and the students enrolled for the B.Com (Finance 

Specialization) with ACCA can' access ACCA Professional Qualification along with their 

Undergraduate Degree from Providence Womens's College. 

2. It is the responsibility of the Second Party to get the necessary approvals for running the 

program at Providence Womens's College. The final approved syllabus by the Board of 

Studies and Academic Council of the institution for B.Com (Finance Specialization) with 

ACCA Programme with the exemptions availed from ACCA through accreditation process 

will be given as Annexure 2. 

3. The First Party can use the name of the Second Party for promoting this Partnership. The 

Promotion of the said program has to be taken-care jointly by the parties. The Second 

Party can also use the name of First Party for advertisements and promotional purposes. 

4. The admission criteria and the number of seats for the above said program are fixed by the 

Second Party in consultation with First Party. 

5. The First Party facilitates train the trainer program to the Faculties of the Second Party, as 

per mutually agreed time schedule. 

6. The First Party provides provides digital version of the relevant Learning Materials to the 

students enrolled. 

7. The First Party provides additional training support/ master classes to the students 

enrolled for B.Com (Finance Specialization) with ACCA and the number of hours per subject 

per module is given in the Annexure 1. 

8. All responsibilities regarding registration of the students with ACCA should be dealt with. 

by the First Party. The students have to follow the Rules and Regulations of ACCA to 

appear the examination and pursue the qualification/ membership and designation. 

. 
The relevant fee to ACCA has to be paid by the students directly as per the rules and 

regulations set by the ACCA time to time as per Annexure 2. 

0. The first party shall collect the total fee from the students and return the college share to 

the second party. (College share is not included in the below table.): 

4 



PROVIDENCE ISDC Women's College 

Courses/Offeringgs rternational SkiR Development Corporation 

9kills for TomorrTow 
ISDC Fees 

INR 36,000 Per Student for the Whole Course Fees to be B.Com (Finance, Computer 

paid in 2 installments Application and Professional 

Specialization) with ACCA -UK INR 18,000 to be payable before 30h Nov 2021 

INR 18,000 to be payable before 1" March 2022 

Please note: 

a) This is for the Batch of 2021-22 while the same will continue for subsequent fresh 
batches. 

b) The Specified commercials does not include GST or any other tax components. 
c) The mentioned fee to be collected by the University. ISDC will invoice Providence 

Womens's College based on the number of students enrolled for the course. 
11. The complete list of Students of the course shall be provided to the First Party by the 

Second Party. Changes in Students, if any, shall be communicated by the 

entative of the Second Party to the First Party immediately. 
12. The University will comply by providing the required documents for ACcCA 

Accreditation, academic program guide with details of the integrated syllabi and 

sample question papers within 30 days from the date of MOU signing. 

13.It is intended that the terms of this MoU will remain in force for an initial period of 

three years set out above i.e., the completion of First Batch or is otherwise terminated 

accordance with the provisions of Clause (14). The MolU can be extended for further 

periods after the expiry of three years upon the parties mutually agreeing such 

extension in writing. The terms of this Memorandum may be modified at any time by 

both parties on mutual consent. 

14. Either Party shall be entitled to terminate the MOU on 60 days' notice. The MoU will 

automatically terminate: 

If either Party becomes insolvent or is subject to a change of control; 
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Terminates any Binding Agreement for cause. 
In the event of the termination of the agrcement, the First Party agrees to complete the existing batches on agreed terms. 

15. All Intellectual Property created by a Party in connection with the collaboration shall 
remain the property of that Party. The Parties agree that any material jointly created by 
the Parties for the collaboration shall be jointly owned (based on the Contributions) by 
the Parties, unless otherwise agrced in writing. 

16. Where the collaboration reasonably requires the use by one Party of Intellectual 
Property that is owned by the other Party (the "IPR Owner"), the IPR Owner will 
license such rights to the other Party on a non-exclusive basis, without the right to sub- 
license, solely for the purpose and to the extent necessary in connection with the 
collaboration. Any such license will automatically terminate when the MoU is 
terminated. 

17. For the purposes of this MoU, "Confidential Information" shall be all information of 
a confidential nature (whether written or oral) concerning the business and affairs of either 
Party which is obtained or received as a result of the discussions leading up to, the 
entering into or the performance of this MoU, including Financial Information, Training 
& Learning Material, Trade Secrets, University / College Lists, Trade and Commercial 
Details and Computer Software and Databases, the Contents of all Reports and 
Documentation prepared by either Party or on its behalf and any other information of a 

confidential nature designated by a Party as confidential; Each of the Parties shall at all 
times while this MoU remains in force and after it has terminated, keep confidential the 
Confidential Information except where: 

The Confidential Information was already lawfully known, or became lawfully known 
to either of the Parties independently. 
Disclosure or use is necessary by cither of the Parties (including their employees. 
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agents and sub-contractors) for the proper and effective performance of this MoU; 

Disclosure is required by law to any Government, Governmental Department, 
Agency, Regulatory or Fiscal Body or Authority (whether national or foreign) and 

their Authorised Agents (including professional advisers); 
The Confidential Information is disclosed, in the case of ISDC, to another member of 
the ISDC Group of Companies. 

Each Party undertakes to the other that it will not disclose or make use of, for its own 

benefit, any of the Confidential Information of that other Party. 

18. All disputes and differences of any kind whatever arising out of or in connection with 

this MoU shall be referred to the arbitration as per the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 
1996 and In case of any disputes not settled due to arbitration it will be subject to the 
courts of Calicut Jurisdiction. 
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Each party hereby confirms its agreement to the terms contained in this MOU on this .. day of pl 2021 

On behalf of 

Providence Womens's College ISDC 

Dr Sr Jaseena Joseph Mr.Sharath Venugopal 

Principal Regional Manager- Institutional Partnerships 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Memorandum of 

Understanding to be executed as of the first date set forth above. 

On this 21st day of October, 2021. 

Witness: 

ISDC 
Providence Womens's College 

Arjun Raj MS 

Ninikala .K 

Business Development Manager 

HOD 
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